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1 Introduction
Please note: This guide is intended for use with the Limited Availability and Beta
program.
This document introduces the architecture, installation, configuration, and usage of EDB
Postgres Replication Server, version 7. EDB Postgres Replication Server (referred to
hereafter as EDB Replication Server) is a replication streaming system available for
PostgreSQL® and for EDB Postgres™ Advanced Server. The latter will be referred to as
Advanced Server.
EDB Replication Server 7 is significantly different in its architecture, usage, and
capability than EDB Postgres Replication Server 6.x and all other previous EDB Postgres
Replication Server and xDB Replication Server versions.
EDB Replication Server 7 supports the single-master replication (SMR) and multi-master
replication (MMR) cluster architectures as the earlier products. However, this current
version expands upon these basic structures.
The significant architectural change is the incorporation of message streaming using
Apache Kafka for replicating changed data between databases, which results in
performance improvement.
Note: Direct upgrade from EDB Replication Server 6.x to EDB Replication Server 7 is
not supported.
This document is organized as follows:






Chapter 1 describes the conventions used throughout this guide.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the terminology, concepts, and architecture
used by EDB Replication Server 7.
Chapter 3 provides instructions for installing the components.
Chapter 4 provides instructions for creating a replication network to provide
change data streaming between producer and consumer databases.
Chapter 5 provides configuration examples of basic SMR and MMR clusters.
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1.1 Typographical Conventions Used in this Guide
Certain typographical conventions are used in this manual to clarify the meaning and
usage of various commands, statements, programs, examples, etc. This section provides a
summary of these conventions.
In the following descriptions, a term refers to any word or group of words that are
language keywords, user-supplied values, literals, etc. A term’s exact meaning depends
upon the context in which it is used.



Italic font introduces a new term, typically, in the sentence that defines it for the
first time.
Fixed-width (mono-spaced) font is used for terms that must be given
literally such as SQL commands, specific table and column names used in the
examples, programming language keywords, etc. For example, SELECT * FROM



emp;
Italic fixed-width font is used for terms for which the user must
substitute values in actual usage. For example, DELETE FROM table_name;






A vertical pipe | denotes a choice between the terms on either side of the pipe. A
vertical pipe is used to separate two or more alternative terms within square
brackets (optional choices) or braces (one mandatory choice).
Square brackets [ ] denote that one or none of the enclosed terms may be
substituted. For example, [ a | b ] means choose one of “a” or “b” or neither
of the two.
Braces {} denote that exactly one of the enclosed alternatives must be specified.
For example, { a | b } means exactly one of “a” or “b” must be specified.
Ellipses ... denote that the preceding term may be repeated. For example, [ a |
b ] ... means that you may have the sequence, “b a a b a”.

1.2 Other Conventions Used in this Guide
The following is a list of other conventions used throughout this document.






This guide applies to Linux systems. Directory paths are presented in the Linux
format with forward slashes. If supported on Windows systems, start the directory
path with the drive letter followed by a colon and substitute backslashes for
forward slashes.
Most of the information in this document applies to both the PostgreSQL and
EDB Postgres Advanced Server database systems. The term Advanced Server is
used to refer to EDB Postgres Advanced Server. The term Postgres is used to
generically refer to both PostgreSQL and Advanced Server. When a distinction
needs to be made between these two database systems, the specific names,
PostgreSQL or Advanced Server are used.
The installation directory path of the PostgreSQL or Advanced Server products is
referred to as POSTGRES_INSTALL_HOME. For PostgreSQL Linux installations,
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this defaults to /opt/PostgreSQL/x.x for version 10 and earlier. For later
versions, use the PostgreSQL community packages. For Advanced Server Linux
installations accomplished using the interactive installer for version 10 and
earlier, this defaults to /opt/edb/asx.x. For Advanced Server Linux
installations accomplished using an RPM package, this defaults to
/usr/edb/asx.x. The product version number is represented by x.x or by xx
for version 10 and later.
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2 Overview
This chapter presents the required prerequisites, defines the basic terms and concepts for
using EDB Replication Server, and presents an overview of the components and
architecture. The chapter concludes with examples of the basic replication networks that
can be created.

2.1 Prerequisites
This section describes the supported database server versions, the required supporting
software, etc.

Supported Platforms and Database Versions
EDB Replication Server can be used on the following platforms:



CentOS 7.x, 64-bit
Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.x, 64-bit

The database versions that can be managed by EDB Replication Server as a producer or
consumer databases are the following:



PostgreSQL versions 9.6,10, and 11
Advanced Server versions 9.6, 10, and 11

Required Software
The following component must be installed on any host on which any EDB Replication
Server component is to be installed:


Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.8. Any Java product such as Oracle®
Java or OpenJDK may be used.

System Resource Requirements
The resource requirements for EDB Replication Server are given below:
RAM



A single instance of EDB Replication Server requires a minimum of 6GB free
memory available on the host OS. The core EDB Replication Server process reserves
4GB for its heap usage while 2GB is used by Kafka process.
In the production environment, it is recommended to spare 12 to 16 GB of memory in
order to make adjustments for a given workload.
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When running multiple EDB Replication Server instances on a single host, the free
memory needs to align with the total RAM required for all EDB Replication Server
instances.
To override the default settings, specify the custom range via heap options -Xms and
-Xmx in the ngxReplicationServer-7.config file located at /usr/edb/rs7.0/common/etc/sysconfig as shown below. These changes apply while EDB
Replication Server is starting.
JAVA_EXECUTABLE_PATH=`which java`
JAVA_MINIMUM_VERSION=1.8
JAVA_BITNESS_REQUIRED=64
JAVA_HEAP_SIZE="-Xms1024m -Xmx4096m"

Hard Disk
The data replicated as part of the initial online Snapshot and CDC incremental change set
is published to the Kafka pipeline and retained until the retention policy becomes
effective. By default, the retention period is set to seven days and can be customized
based on the time period as well as data size. Hence the host system should have enough
disk space available to retain the published data. For the initial Snapshot data, the
required disk space is dependent on the size of the Publication database. For example, to
replicate a 50 GB database, the host system running EDB Replication Server instance that
is managing the Publication database, should have at least that much free disk space
available. In case of offline Snapshot, this disk space requirement is not applicable.
For the incremental data set, the required disk space is dependent on the average
replicated row size and TPS rate. For example, if 5 GB of incremental data is generated
on a daily basis, then 35 GB disk space should be reserved to retain the data for the
default seven days retention period.
CPU
Since EDB Replication Server has multi-threaded server architecture and Kafka
framework also relies on parallel processing, it is recommended to choose a modern
system with multiple CPUs/cores.

Certified and Supported Database Servers and Configurations
This section lists the certified and supported versions of database server products that
may be used with EDB Replication Server. Also, it lists the permitted combinations of
such products within an EDB replication system.

2.1.4.1 Certified and Supported Product Versions
The following are the database product versions that may be used with EDB Replication
Server:
Copyright © 2019 EnterpriseDB Corporation. All rights reserved.
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PostgreSQL versions 9.6, 10, and 11.
Advanced Server versions 9.6, 10, and 11.

2.1.4.2 Permitted Source and Target Configurations
Depending upon the database products you are using with EDB Replication Server
(PostgreSQL, or Advanced Server) certain combinations of the source database server
and target database server are not permitted for a publication and its associated
subscription.
The following tables show the combinations of source and target database server products
allowed for EDB Replication Server:
Table 2-1 – Compatible Source and Target Database Server Configurations
Source \ Target
PostgreSQL
Advanced Server
(Oracle compatible)
Advanced Server
(PostgreSQL
compatible)

Advanced
Advanced Server
PostgreSQL Server (Oracle
(PostgreSQL
compatible)
compatible)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 2-2 – Compatible Source and Target Configurations Versions
Database Server

Source
Version
9.6
10
11

Comments

Target Version
9.6
10
11

These source and target versions are tested and
formally certified (in the development environment).

PostgreSQL

9.6
9.6
10
10
11
11

10
11
9.6
11
9.6
10

Note: These source and target versions although
supported are not tested and formally certified (in the
development environment).

Advanced Server
(Oracle compatible)

9.6
10
11

9.6
10
11

These source and target versions have been tested
and formally certified (in the development
environment).

Advanced Server
(Oracle compatible)

9.6
9.6

10
11

Note: These source and target versions although
supported are not tested and formally certified (in the

PostgreSQL
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Database Server

Advanced Server
(PostgreSQL
compatible)

2.1.5

Source
Version
10
10
11
11

Comments

Target Version
9.6
11
9.6
10

9.6

9.6

9.6

10

9.6

11

10

9.6

10

10

10

11

11

9.6

11

10

11

11

development environment).

Note: These source and target versions although
supported are not tested and formally certified (in the
development environment).

Opening Ports in Firewalls for EDB Replication Server
If you have configured a firewall make sure that the firewall settings allow access to the
ports used by EDB Replication Server in a cluster setup with EDB Replication Servers
running on different machines.
Note: When the ports are open the system is accessible from the outside, which poses a
security risk. Make sure to keep only those ports open which are required for EDB
Replication Server.
Table 2-1 lists the ports that need to be opened for EDB Replication Server so that the
client and server can communicate with each other.
Table 2-3 Ports to Open in Firewalls for EDB Replication Server
File Name

Location

Ports to Open

Description

zookeeper.1.client.port
zookeeper.1.peer.port
application.properties EPRS_HOME/server/etc

Ports for zooKeeper

zookeeper.1.election.port instance.
zookeeper.2.client.port
zookeeper.2.peer.port

Ports for zooKeeper
instance in case of
zookeeper.2.election.port
leader service.

server.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

server port

Copyright © 2019 EnterpriseDB Corporation. All rights reserved.
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File Name

Location

Ports to Open

Description

ngen.jolokia.port.node.1

monitor.properties

Note: For a two-node
cluster there will be
Ngen.jolokia.port.node.2
EPRS_HOME/monitor/etc
port along with node.1.

Jolokia port for REST
API.

Port for the leader
service.
Note: EPRS_HOME is the directory where the EDB Replication Server package has been installed. The general
format of the EPRS_HOME directory is /usr/edb/rs-x.x where x.x is the EDB Replication Server version number.
client.properties

EPRS_HOME/client/etc

leader.port

2.1.5.1 Opening a Port in CentOS/RHEL 7
To open ports in CentOS/RHEL 7 follow the steps below:
Step 1: Check the firewall status:
systemctl status firewalld
[root@localhost etc]# systemctl status firewalld
● firewalld.service - firewalld - dynamic firewall daemon
Loaded: loaded (/usr/lib/systemd/system/firewalld.service; enabled; vendor
preset: enabled)
Active: active (running) since Mon 2019-03-25 14:02:03 IST; 2 days ago
Docs: man:firewalld(1)
Main PID: 777 (firewalld)
Tasks: 2
CGroup: /system.slice/firewalld.service
└─777 /usr/bin/python -Es /usr/sbin/firewalld --nofork --nopid
Mar 25 14:02:03 localhost.localdomain systemd[1]: Starting firewalld dynamic firewall daemon...
Mar 25 14:02:03 localhost.localdomain systemd[1]: Started firewalld - dynamic
firewall daemon.

Step 2: Enable the firewall if it is disabled:
systemctl enable firewalld
[root@localhost etc]# systemctl enable firewalld
Created symlink from /etc/systemd/system/dbusorg.fedoraproject.FirewallD1.service to
/usr/lib/systemd/system/firewalld.service.
Created symlink from /etc/systemd/system/multiuser.target.wants/firewalld.service to
/usr/lib/systemd/system/firewalld.service.

Step 3: Display all the allowed ports:
firewall-cmd --list-ports
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[root@localhost etc]# firewall-cmd --list-ports
2181/tcp

Step 4: Add a port to the allowed ports to open it for incoming traffic:
sudo firewall-cmd --zone=zone --add-port=portId/tcp
-–permanent
--zone

Defines the level of trust for network connections.

portId

The port to be added to the firewall allowed list.
tcp

Network communication protocol.
--permanent

Used to set options permanently. Without the --permanent option, a change
will only be a part of the runtime configuration.
[root@localhost etc]# sudo firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=2182/tcp -permanent
success

Step 4: Reload FirewallD configuration after using the --permanent argument to
make changes to your firewall configuration.
sudo firewall-cmd –reload
-reload

Reload the firewall rules and keep state information.
[root@localhost etc]# sudo firewall-cmd –reload
success

Step 5: Check if the ports are added to the allowed list:
firewall-cmd --list-ports
[root@localhost etc]# firewall-cmd --list-ports
2181/tcp 2182/tcp

Copyright © 2019 EnterpriseDB Corporation. All rights reserved.
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2.1.5.2 Opening a Port in CentOS/RHEL 6
By default iptables firewall stores its configuration at /etc/sysconfig/iptables
file on RHEL/CentOS 6.x. Edit this file and add rules to open port number.
There are two ways in which you can open ports in CentOS/RHEL 6.
Method 1
Step 1: Open the file /etc/sysconfig/iptables:
vi /etc/sysconfig/iptables
portId

The port to be added to the firewall allowed list.
Step 2: Add the following rule:
-A RH-Firewall-1-INPUT -m state --state NEW -m tcp -p tcp
--dport portid -j ACCEPT

Step 3: Save and close the file. Restart iptables:
/etc/init.d/iptables restart

Method 2
Step 1: Execute the iptables command:
iptables -I INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport portId -j ACCEPT
portId

The port to be added to the firewall allowed list.
Step 2: Rules created with the iptables command are stored in the memory. If the
system reboots before you save the iptables rule set, all the rules are lost. To save the
rules permanently run the following command as root:
service iptables save
[root@localhost etc]# service iptables save
Iptables: Saving firewall rules to /etc/sysconfig/iptables:[ OK ]

Step 3: To verify if the ports have been opened run the following command:

Copyright © 2019 EnterpriseDB Corporation. All rights reserved.
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iptables-save

Example: Open port 2181 and 2182 on CentOS 6
[root@localhost Desktop]# iptables-save
# Generated by iptables-save v1.4.7 on Mon Apr 1 09:35:06 2019
*filter
:INPUT ACCEPT [0:0]
:FORWARD ACCEPT [0:0]
:OUTPUT ACCEPT [3761:154295]
-A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport 2182 -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport 2181 -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -m state --state RELATED,ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -p icmp -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -i lo -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -p tcp -m state --state NEW -m tcp --dport 22 -j ACCEPT
-A INPUT -j REJECT --reject-with icmp-host-prohibited
-A FORWARD -j REJECT --reject-with icmp-host-prohibited
COMMIT
# Completed on Mon Apr 1 09:35:06 2019

2.2 Architecture Overview
EDB Replication Server relies upon various open source components as its infrastructure.
These components enable and manage the message streaming capability of EDB
Replication Server.
EDB Replication Server has been designed and implemented in a manner so that direct
usage and management of these various open source components are not exposed to the
user.
Even the installation of the EDB Replication Server package RPMs handles the
installation of the open source components so these are not installed separately.
When using EDB Replication Server, a set of its own components is what a user manages
in order to create a replication network for streaming of changed data between producer
and consumer databases.
These EDB Replication Server components provide the user interface to interact with and
manage the underlying open source components.
The remainder of this section describes this concept.



Section 2.2.1 describes the open source components providing the EDB
Replication Server infrastructure. Links to various websites are given, which
contain complete, detailed information of these open source products.
Section 2.3 describes the EDB Replication Server components that you create and
manage to engage the open source components for performing the data streaming
functionality.
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Section 2.4 shows some basic examples of how the EDB Replication Server
components and the main open source components engage in a replication
network supporting an SMR and MMR cluster.

This document includes additional information regarding the specific process and steps
for creating the examples described in Section 2.4.

2.2.1 Apache Kafka and Other Components
Apache Kafka is the primary open source component providing the data streaming
functionality used by EDB Replication Server. Kafka and the other key components are
the following:




Apache Kafka. An open-source distributed streaming platform developed by the
Apache Software Foundation. Kafka is a messaging system for publishing and
subscribing to streams of records in real-time.
Apache ZooKeeper. A centralized service for maintaining configuration
information, distributed synchronization, and group services for the distributed
components of Kafka.
REST or RESTful. Representational State Transfer is an architectural style that
facilitates the implementation of networked and web-enabled applications.

Websites are available providing detailed information regarding these products. These
websites are listed below:
For information about Apache Kafka:
https://kafka.apache.org/
For information about Apache ZooKeeper:
https://zookeeper.apache.org/
For information about REST:
https://restfulapi.net/
The following list provides a brief description of the main Kafka components used by
EDB Replication Server:





Node. A single computer running one or more Kafka brokers.
Broker. A Kafka process instance maintaining the published data on a node.
Cluster. A group of multiple nodes or brokers. A cluster is used to manage the
persistence and replication of published message data.
Topic. A category identifying a particular stream of messages to be published.
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Partition. Each topic can be divided into a number of partitions. Each partition
contains messages. Each message within its partition is uniquely identified by its
sequence offset. Partitions for a given topic may be managed by separate brokers.
Producer. An application that publishes messages to one or more Kafka topics.
The message is sent to a Kafka broker.
Consumer. An application that reads data from Kafka brokers. A consumer
subscribes to one or more topics and pulls data from the brokers.

The following section summarizes how these components are used by EDB Replication
Server.

2.3 EDB Replication Server Components
When EDB Replication Server is used to build a replication network for replicating
changed data from producer databases to consumer databases, the generated software
components and processes are built upon the Kafka components.
The following terms describe the components of a replication network built using EDB
Replication Server and their relationships to the underlying Kafka components.






Replication Server. A replication server is a process running as a dedicated
RESTful service on an HTTP server that engages a single Kafka broker and either
one or two ZooKeeper instances. Each replication server can have none, one, or
more associated databases that act as a producer or consumer for Kafka. The
replication server is the first EDB Replication Server component that must be
created and started when creating a replication node.
Leader Service. The replication server used as the primary replication server in
the replication network. The leader service is the replication server with which the
user issued RepCLI commands communicate. The first replication server started
when creating a new replication network acts as the leader service and has two
ZooKeeper instances running in its framework. All other additional replication
servers added to the replication network have one ZooKeeper instance. During the
course of operation of the replication network, the leader service role may be
transferred to another replication server resulting from a failover operation (that
is, the current replication server acting as the leader service aborts so the leader
service operation is changed to another active replication server in order to keep
the replication network active).
Replication Node. A combination of a single replication server, its underlying
Kafka broker and ZooKeeper instances, any producer and consumer databases
that have been added to that replication server, publications created within the
replication server, topic partitions within the Kafka broker resulting from the
publication creations, as well as all other supporting open source components. A
replication node may have no producer or consumer databases added to its
replication server in order to serve the purpose of enhancing high availability
support. In this situation, if another replication server aborts, its functionality can
be transferred to this other replication server. A replication node forms a single,
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complete EDB Replication Server component that can contribute to a full
replication network.
Replication Network. A group of one or more replication nodes. Each replication
node must be registered to the replication network, which is accomplished by
joining its replication server to the replication network. The first replication server
started and joined to the replication network starts as the leader service. All of the
producer and consumer databases. There may also be replication nodes with no
databases that are provided for high availability.
Publication. A defined set of one or more tables from a given producer database
whose changed data is streamed to consumer databases. A publication is
implemented as Kafka topics for storing the changed data. The changed data is
streamed to consumer databases that have been registered as part of the
replication network and have been joined to that particular publication. A
publication is identified by a name that must be unique amongst all publications
in the replication network.
Replication Command Line Interface (RepCLI). The command line tool to
perform the setup, configuration, and execution process for EDB Replication
Server. The RepCLI commands are supported by the RESTful architecture.

In summary, the replication network is the combination of one or more host machines on
which data from participating producer and consumer databases can be shared.
The replication network combines one or more replication nodes. An individual
replication node runs within a given host and consists of a single replication server, with
none, one, or more producer or consumer databases that have been added to that
replication server, and any publications created within that replication server.
An individual replication node may access separate, remote host machines if any of the
producer or consumer databases reside on separate hosts than where the replication server
is running. When adding a database to a replication server, the network IP address and
port number for the database connection must be specified.
The purpose of adding a database to a particular replication server is related to the
accessibility of the database given its location. For example, if a database server can only
be accessed within its own geographical region, then a replication server created and
running on a host machine in that same region can be used to access that database. In this
case, when adding the database, specify this replication server with the -servername
option of the adddb command.
It is also possible to have more than one replication node running on the same host
machine. To accomplish this, certain configuration adjustments must be made to create
and start up a second replication server on the same host machine to be shared with
another replication server.
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2.4 Replication Networks
This section provides examples of some replication networks configured for SMR and
MMR clusters. The replication networks shown in this section can be created after
referring to some additional information.
Descriptions of the RepCLI commands needed to create the replication networks are
presented in Section 4.2.
Chapter 5 presents examples of how the replication networks described in this section are
created.

2.4.1.1 SMR Cluster on a Single Replication Node
The following is an example of an SMR cluster consisting of a single publisher (the
producer database) and a single subscriber (the consumer database) configured on a
single replication node.

Figure 2-1 SMR cluster on a single replication node

A single Kafka broker handles the streaming of changed data from the publication
database to the subscription database. This replication server is the leader service since it
is the only replication node of this replication network. The leader service is created with
two ZooKeeper instances for the management of the Kafka broker.
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The directories containing the two ZooKeeper instances can be found in the following
location:
/var/lib/edb/rs/data

The following example shows the two ZooKeeper directories zk_1 and zk_2 for the
leader service:
[root@localhost data]#
/var/lib/edb/rs/data
[root@localhost data]#
total 0
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root

pwd
ls -l
101 Sep 24 11:35 zk_1
101 Sep 24 11:35 zk_2

For additional replication servers, there is only one ZooKeeper instance and its directory.
The publication and subscription databases can reside on the same host machine as the
replication server, or they can be located on separate, remote hosts.
When a publication is created by specification of a group of tables in the publication
database, the Kafka topic log files are created for saving the changed data from the
publication database.
When changed data occurs within a publication table, the changes are collected using
PostgreSQL logical decoding. The changed data is extracted from the PostgreSQL WriteAhead Log segments (WAL segment files). This information is then converted and stored
in the Kafka topics managed by the Kafka broker. There may be a multiple number of
topics managing a publication.
Though Kafka supports the use of topics divided into multiple log files called partitions,
the EDB Replication Server uses only one partition per topic.
These topics can be found in the following directory location:
/var/lib/edb/rs/data/kafka-logs/servername
servername is the identifier assigned to the replication server when it has been joined to

the network.
The following example lists the files of the topics:
$ pwd
/var/lib/edb/rs/data/kafka-logs/localService/deptpub-db1-0
$ ls -l
total 0
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 10485760 Sep 24 11:46 00000000000000000000.index
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root
0 Sep 24 11:46 00000000000000000000.log
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 10485756 Sep 24 11:46 00000000000000000000.timeindex
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root
0 Sep 24 11:46 leader-epoch-checkpoint
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$ pwd
/var/lib/edb/rs/data/kafka-logs/localService/_schemas-0
$ ls -l
total 8
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 10485760 Sep 24 11:46 00000000000000000000.index
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root
192 Sep 24 11:46 00000000000000000000.log
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 10485756 Sep 24 11:46 00000000000000000000.timeindex
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root
8 Sep 24 11:46 leader-epoch-checkpoint

The control schema information of the publication, such as the table definitions are also
stored by Kafka.
The changed data is read from the topics, streamed to the consumer databases, and then
converted to a SQL format so JDBC can apply the updates to the consumer database.
Section 6.1.1 provides an example of configuring this SMR cluster.

2.4.1.2 SMR Cluster on Separate Replication Nodes
The following is an example of a replication network consisting of an SMR cluster
consisting of two replication nodes. One node supports the publisher and the other
supports the subscriber.

Figure 2-2 SMR cluster on separate replication nodes
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In this example, the publisher runs on the leader service, which has two ZooKeeper
instances running, while the subscriber node has one ZooKeeper instance.
On the subscription replication server to which the database has been joined to receive
changed data from the publication in a read-only manner, Kafka creates topic replicas,
which are copies of the topics from the replication server containing the publication.
If the database had been joined to the publication so it could write changed data to be
streamed to other consumers as well as accept changed data from producers, a topic for
the publication would be created so the changed data from the database could be saved on
the topic and then streamed to other consumers. An MMR cluster is set up in this manner.
When streaming has been started, the changed data from the publication topics under all
producer databases (that is, SMR publishers or MMR read/write members) are streamed
to all consumer databases (that is, SMR subscribers or MMR read/write members).
Section 6.1.2 provides an example of configuring these two replication node SMR
cluster.

2.4.1.3 MMR Cluster with Two Publications
This example is of an MMR cluster where two databases share their changed data. Each
database is joined to a separate replication server on its own host.
This example also shows how it is permissible to create more than one publication from a
single database. The changed data from the multiple publications can be consumed by
any number of databases.
Each publication has its own topics. Since this is an MMR cluster where both databases
can read changes from the other database as well as write changes to be consumed by the
other database, there are publication topics in both replication nodes in order to log the
changed data from the database added to the replication server in that node.
The changed data is streamed to the partner replication node, which then applies it to its
database.
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Figure 2-3 MMR cluster with two publications

Section 6.2.1 provides an example of configuring this MMR cluster.

2.4.1.4 MMR Cluster on Three Replication Nodes
The following example is of an MMR cluster where three databases exchange their
changed data from a single publication. Three replication nodes have been defined, each
with a replication server and its database. The changed data from each database is stored
in the Kafka topic under the replication server to which the database has been added.
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Figure 2-4 MMR 3-node cluster

When the initial publication is defined from one database and the other databases are
configured to join that publication, a non-default read/write mode must be specified
during the process.
Section 6.2.2 provides the configuration example of how this is accomplished.
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3 Installation
This chapter describes how to install the EDB Replication Server RPM packages.

3.1 Installing the EDB Replication Server RPM Package
The EDB Replication Server is supplied as RPM packages. Use the Yum package
manager for installation.
For information about using Yum, see the Yum project website at:
http://yum.baseurl.org/
The edb-rs package is installed using a repository RPM, which contains URLs to access
the EDB Yum Repository for various components or from the edb-rs RPM package
files directly downloadable from an EnterpriseDB website location to be determined. The
repository RPM is shown when you access the EDB Yum Repository website.
To request credentials to the EDB Yum Repository, visit the following website:
https://www.enterprisedb.com/repository-access-request
For information about using the EDB Yum Repository see Chapter 3 of the EDB
Postgres Advanced Server Installation Guide available from the EnterpriseDB website at:
https://www.enterprisedb.com/resources/product-documentation
Each EDB Replication Server component is available as an individual RPM package.
Thus, you can install all components with a single yum install command, or you may
choose to install selected, individual components by installing only those particular RPM
packages.
The following table lists the RPM packages and the EDB Replication Server component
it contains.
Table 3-1 EDB Replication Server Component Packages
Package Name
edb-rs
edb-rs-client
edb-rs-server
edb-rs-monitor
edb-rs-libs
edb-rs-datavalidator

Replication Server Component
Used to install all packages with their components
Client communication scripts and files for RepCLI
Server communication scripts and files for replication server
Monitoring scripts and files
Library files required by all components
Data Validator scripts and files
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The Advanced Server libs package must be available for access by Yum when installing
any EDB Replication Server RPM package component. The edb-as10-server-libs
package is a component of the Advanced Server repository package for version 10 that
must be installed. Step 3 shows how to enable access to the Advanced Server repository
so Yum can access its server libs package.
To install any of the packages, run the following command as the root account:
yum install package_name
package_name is any of the packages listed under the Package Name column of the

preceding table.
For example to install all components, run the following:
yum install edb-rs

To install only the client package with the RepCLI command access, run the following:
yum install edb-rs-client

To install only the server package for creating a replication server, run the following:
yum install edb-rs-server

Though all components are dependent upon and thus require installation of the server libs
package, by using Yum, the dependency on the server libs is recognized when any EDB
Replication Server component is installed. Yum automatically installs the server libs
package from the enabled Advanced Server repository along with your selected RPM
package.
The following are the steps to install the EDB Replication Server.
Step 1: You must have Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.8 installed on the
hosts where you intend to install any EDB Replication Server component. Any Java
product such as Oracle Java or OpenJDK may be used.
Follow the directions for your host operating system to install Java runtime.
Step 2: From the EDB Yum Repository, click on the edb-repo link to download the
repository RPM for all EnterpriseDB RPMs.
https://yum.enterprisedb.com
As the root account, issue the following command to install this repository
configuration package:
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[root@localhost ~]# rpm -ivh edb-repo-latest.noarch.rpm
Preparing...
########################################### [100%]
1:edb-repo
########################################### [100%]

Step 3: In directory /etc/yum.repos.d, the repository configuration file edb.repo is
created, which is text file containing a list of EnterpriseDB repositories, each denoted by
an entry starting with the text [repository_name].
Access to the packages in any of these repositories is accomplished by enabling the
repository by editing the following in the repository entry:



Using your requested credentials for the EDB Yum Repository, substitute the user
name and password for the <username>:<password> placeholders of the
baseurl parameter.
Change the setting of the enabled parameter to enabled=1.

The following repositories must be enabled:




Repository edbasx for Advanced Server
where,
x is the Advanced Server version
Repository enterprisedb-dependencies
Repository enterprisedb-tools

For example, to access Advanced Server 10, enable the following entry:
[edbas10]
name=EnterpriseDB Advanced Server 10 $releasever - $basearch
baseurl=http://<username>:<password>@yum.enterprisedb.com/10/redhat/rhel-$releasever$basearch
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
gpgkey=file:///etc/pki/rpm-gpg/ENTERPRISEDB-GPG-KEY

Step 4: Install the EDB Replication Server RPM package.
The following syntax installs the RPM package files that have been previously
downloaded to the current working directory. The local package files are installed by
referencing the package name appended with an asterisk suffix (*):
yum install edb-rs-*

To install the RPM package directly from the EDB Yum Repository website, omit the
asterisk suffix:
yum install edb-rs

The following is an example:
[root@localhost ~]# yum install edb-rs-*
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Loaded plugins: fastestmirror, langpacks
Examining edb-rs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Examining edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-client-7.0.0beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Examining edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-datavalidator7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Examining edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Examining edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-libs-7.0.0beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Examining edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Examining edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm: edb-rs-server-7.0.0beta.rhel7.x86_64
Marking edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4).rpm to be installed
Resolving Dependencies
--> Running transaction check
---> Package edb-rs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
---> Package edb-rs-client.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
---> Package edb-rs-datavalidator.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
---> Package edb-rs-debuginfo.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
---> Package edb-rs-libs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
---> Package edb-rs-monitor.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
---> Package edb-rs-server.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7 will be installed
--> Finished Dependency Resolution
Dependencies Resolved
=======================================================================================
=======================================================================================
===========
Package
Arch
Version
Repository
Size
=======================================================================================
=======================================================================================
===========
Installing:
edb-rs
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
0.0
edb-rs-client
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
2.5 M
edb-rs-datavalidator
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
259 k
edb-rs-debuginfo
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
0.0
edb-rs-libs
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
3.0 M
edb-rs-monitor
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
3.4 M
edb-rs-server
x86_64
7.0.0-beta.rhel7
/edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64 (4)
58 M
Transaction Summary
=======================================================================================
=======================================================================================
===========
Install 7 Packages
Total size: 67 M
Installed size: 67 M
Downloading packages:
Running transaction check
Running transaction test
Transaction test succeeded
Running transaction
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Installing
1/7
Installing
2/7
Installing
3/7
Installing
4/7
Installing
5/7
Installing
6/7
Installing
7/7
Verifying
1/7
Verifying
2/7
Verifying
3/7
Verifying
4/7
Verifying
5/7
Verifying
6/7
Verifying
7/7

: edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64
: edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta.rhel7.x86_64

Installed:
edb-rs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7
edb-rs-client.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7
edb-rs-datavalidator.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7
edb-rs-debuginfo.x86_64 0:7.0.0beta.rhel7
edb-rs-libs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7
edb-rs-monitor.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7
edb-rs-server.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta.rhel7
Complete!

The EDB Replication Server is installed in directory location /usr/edb/rs-x.x where
x.x is the product version number as shown by the following:
[root@localhost rs-7.0]# pwd
/usr/edb/rs-7.0
[root@localhost rs-7.0]# ls -l
total 80
drwxr-xr-x 5 root
root
36 Oct
drwxr-xr-x 4 root
root
26 Oct
drwxr-xr-x 5 root
root
36 Oct
drwxr-xr-x 5 root
root
36 Oct
-r--r--r-- 1 enterprisedb enterprisedb 79309 Sep
drwxr-xr-x 5 root
root
36 Oct

12
12
12
12
25
12

07:55
07:55
07:55
07:55
07:09
07:55

client
common
datavalidator
monitor
ngx_3rd_party_licenses.txt
server

Successful installation of EDB Replication Server results in the creation of directory
structures and files in your host environment as described in Section 3.2.

3.2 Post-Installation Host Environment
Installation of the EDB Replication Server package results in the creation of components
stored in five separate subdirectories:


Client Application. Command line based application for users to interact with the
server to perform various operations
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Server Application. Command line application for starting the replication server
and for handling the various replication server services such as the Kafka broker,
ZooKeeper, and the Schema Registry
Monitoring. Command line based application for monitoring the replication
server components
Data Validator. Command line based application for comparing and validating
the rows of pairs of tables
Common. JAR files and scripts shared in common by the applications

A summary of the post-installation files that are scripts for using the EDB Replication
Server or properties files that may require configuration are listed in the following table.
Table 3-2 Post Installation Files
runRepCLI.sh

File Name

EPRS_HOME/client/bin

Location

client.properties

EPRS_HOME/client/etc

logback.xml
rest-client-sslconfig.json
ngxReplicationServer7.config
runServer.sh

EPRS_HOME/client/etc

Description
RepCLI command script
Leader service location
Logging configuration XML file

EPRS_HOME/common/etc

REST client configuration JSON file

application.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

consumer.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

EPRS_HOME/common/etc/sy
Java configuration file
sconfig
EPRS_HOME/server/bin
Replication server startup script

schema-registry.properties EPRS_HOME/server/etc

Application configuration file
Consumer configuration file
Schema registry configuration file
Server configuration JSON file
Server configuration file
Producer configuration file
Logging configuration file
Logging configuration XML file
Logging configuration file
Monitoring startup script
Monitoring configuration file
Logging configuration XML file

server-config.json

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

server.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

producer.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

log4j.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

logback.xml

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

logging.properties

EPRS_HOME/server/etc

runMonitor.sh

EPRS_HOME/monitor/bin

monitor.properties

EPRS_HOME/monitor/etc

logback.xml

EPRS_HOME/monitor/etc
EPRS_HOME/datavalidator
Data Validator startup script
/bin
EPRS_HOME/datavalidator
Data Validator configuration file
/etc

runValidation.sh
datavalidator.properties

EPRS_HOME is the directory where the EDB Replication Server package has been
installed. The general format of the EPRS_HOME directory is /usr/edb/rs-x.x where
x.x is the EDB Replication Server version number, which is initially 7.0.

When a replication network is being created, the following additional directories are
used:
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/var/lib/edb/rs/data contains the data and other components created and



used by the replication network such as ZooKeeper and topics.
/var/log/edb/rs contains the log files.

The log files should be inspected if errors are encountered.

3.3 Uninstalling the EDB Replication Server RPM Package
You can uninstall any component by invoking the yum remove package_name
command as the root account where package_name is any component RPM package
as listed in the table in Section 3.1.
All components can be removed by invoking the following command:
yum remove edb-rs-*

An example is shown by the following:
[root@localhost ~]# yum remove edb-rs-*
Loaded plugins: fastestmirror, langpacks
Resolving Dependencies
--> Running transaction check
---> Package edb-rs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
---> Package edb-rs-client.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
---> Package edb-rs-datavalidator.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
---> Package edb-rs-debuginfo.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
---> Package edb-rs-libs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
---> Package edb-rs-monitor.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
---> Package edb-rs-server.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 will be erased
--> Finished Dependency Resolution
base/7/x86_64
| 3.6 kB 00:00:00
edb-repos
| 2.4 kB 00:00:00
edbas10/7/x86_64
| 2.5 kB 00:00:00
enterprisedb-dependencies/7/x86_64
| 2.5 kB 00:00:00
epel/x86_64/metalink
| 14 kB 00:00:00
epel/x86_64
| 3.2 kB 00:00:00
epel/x86_64/updateinfo
| 948 kB 00:00:00
epel/x86_64/primary
| 3.6 MB 00:00:02
extras/7/x86_64
| 3.4 kB 00:00:00
updates/7/x86_64
| 3.4 kB 00:00:00
Dependencies Resolved
=======================================================================================
================================================
Package
Arch
Version
Repository
Size
=======================================================================================
================================================
Removing:
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edb-rs
installed
edb-rs-client
installed
edb-rs-datavalidator
installed
edb-rs-debuginfo
installed
edb-rs-libs
installed
edb-rs-monitor
installed
edb-rs-server
installed

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

x86_64

7.0.0-beta1.rhel7

0.0
2.8 M
259 k
0.0
2.7 M
3.4 M
55 M

Transaction Summary
=======================================================================================
================================================
Remove 7 Packages
Installed size: 64 M
Is this ok [y/N]: y
Downloading packages:
Running transaction check
Running transaction test
Transaction test succeeded
Running transaction
Erasing
: edb-rs-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
1/7
Erasing
: edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
2/7
Erasing
: edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
3/7
Erasing
: edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
4/7
Erasing
: edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
5/7
Erasing
: edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
6/7
Erasing
: edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
7/7
Verifying : edb-rs-libs-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
1/7
Verifying : edb-rs-client-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
2/7
Verifying : edb-rs-monitor-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
3/7
Verifying : edb-rs-debuginfo-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
4/7
Verifying : edb-rs-server-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
5/7
Verifying : edb-rs-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
6/7
Verifying : edb-rs-datavalidator-7.0.0-beta1.rhel7.x86_64
7/7
Removed:
edb-rs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7
edb-rs-client.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7
edb-rs-datavalidator.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7
edb-rs-debuginfo.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7 edb-rs-libs.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7
edb-rs-monitor.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7
edb-rs-server.x86_64 0:7.0.0-beta1.rhel7
Complete!
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4 Configuration
This chapter describes the process of configuring a replication network.



Sequence of RepCLI commands to use to create a replication network
Configuration requirements for producer and consumer databases

The following section lists certain limitations. The remaining sections describe the
configuration process.

4.1 Limitations
This section lists current limitations for EDB Replication Server.

4.1.1

Producer and Consumer Database Requirements
The producer and consumer databases require the following:






The database tables to be used in publications must exist in the producer and
consumer databases before creating the replication network. The table definitions
must exist (that is, the structure created by the CREATE TABLE command), but
the tables can initially be empty. The consumer database tables can be loaded with
the rows from the producer database using the startsnapshot command once
the replication network has been created.
All the tables to be replicated must have a primary key.
The database tables referred to in the previous bullet point must have REPLICA
IDENTITY FULL defined on the tables. This can be done with the SQL command
ALTER TABLE schema.table REPLICA IDENTITY FULL.
An encrypted form of the database user password must be specified when adding
a database to the replication network. Use the encrypt RepCLI command to
generate the encrypted form of the password into an output text file.

The following is the encrypt command where the unencrypted form of the database
user password is given in unencrypted_password_file:
./runRepCLI.sh –encrypt –input unencrypted_password_file
–output encrypted_password_file -user username
username

Replication user running the command.
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Note: The following permission is required for encrypt command:
Permission
encrypt

Purpose
Encrypt the password to generate the encrypted form of password
into an output text file.

The runRepCLI.sh script is run from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory.

4.2 Creating a Replication Network
Creating a replication network consists of running a series of RepCLI commands to
assemble and join the components to form a replication network.
A replication network is a combination of one or more replication nodes.
The following is the general order in which these steps are performed:
1. Start up the replication server. The replication server controls the access to a
ZooKeeper instance (two ZooKeeper instances on the leader service) and a Kafka
broker. See Section 4.2.1 for starting the replication server.
2. Join the replication server to the replication network. The first replication server
that is joined to the network becomes the replication server acting as the leader
service of the replication network. There is one and only one leader service per
replication network.
This first command to join the network as the leader service as well as all
subsequent commands for adding other replication servers to this replication
network and to perform all of the following processes in this list must be run from
the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory located on the host running the leader
service.
During this step, ZooKeeper is started up. Two instances of ZooKeeper are started
on the leader service. A single ZooKeeper instance is started on each additional
replication server that is joined to the network.
In addition, after starting the leader service, an administrative user named admin
is created. You must then set the password for the admin user. See Section 4.2.3
for setting the admin user password. See Section 4.2.2 for joining the network.
3. Add a database to the replication server. The database credentials such as the
database host, port, database user, password, and a unique identifier for the
database are stored. See Section 4.2.4 for adding a database.
4. Create a publication consisting of the tables within a database that has been added
to the replication server. This step starts the Kafka broker and creates a Kafka
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topic used to log the changed data from the database publication tables. See
Section 4.2.5 for creating a publication.
5. Join a database to the publication if the database is to receive streamed changed
data from the database in which the publication had been created. A Kafka broker
is started in the replication server containing the database that is joined to the
publication. Joining the publication can be done permitting write mode, which
permits table changes that occur in this database to be streamed to other joined
databases that are permitted to read changes. See Section 4.2.6 for joining a
publication.
After these previous steps have been completed on all hosts to participate in the
replication network, the following steps initiate the data replication between the
databases:
6. Take a snapshot of the publication against each consumer database. The table data
from the publication database is loaded to the target consumer database. See
Section 4.2.10 for taking a snapshot.
7. Start the streaming to capture changed data from the tables that have been added
to a publication and replicate this changed data to other databases that have joined
the same publication. At this point, changed data is written to the Kafka topics in
replication servers containing databases that have write mode for publications.
Changed data is streamed to, and absorbed by databases that have read mode for
publications. See Section 4.2.11 for starting streaming.
The process of setting up the replication network can be done in a variety of ways with
regard to the order in which the previously described steps are performed:




When setting up within a given host. Step 1 (starting the replication server) and
Step 2 (joining the network) must be done first. Step 3 (adding a database) can
then be followed by Step 4 (creating a publication). For the consumers, Step 3
(adding a database) is repeated followed by Step 5 (joining a publication).
Alternatively, Step 3 (adding a database) can be done several times for multiple
databases before proceeding with Step 4 (creating a publication) and Step 5
(joining a publication) on consumer databases that have been added.
When setting up more than one host for the replication network. Step 1
(starting the replication server) and Step 2 (joining the network) can be done on
several hosts before performing the remaining steps on any host on which steps 1
and 2 have been done.

Be sure to perform Step 6 (taking a snapshot).
Step 7 (start streaming) must be done after all prior steps have been completed.
The following sections describe the commands to perform the steps.
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Starting the Replication Server
As the root account, run the following from the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory:
./runServer.sh --host host_ip_address
--config EPRS_HOME/server/etc
-h, --host host_ip_address

IP address of the host on which this script is being run to start the replication
server.
-c, --config EPRS_HOME/server/etc

The full directory path to the EPRS_HOME/server/etc directory. If you want to
have multiple replication servers running on the same host machine, you need to
make a copy of the EPRS_HOME/server directory and modify certain properties
files located in the EPRS_HOME/server/etc directory of the additional
replication server. See the EDB Postgres Replication Server Reference Guide for
information on those properties files that must be modified.
This must be the first script run on a host to be configured as a replication node.

Joining the Network
The first replication server that joins the network acts as the initial leader service.
Generally, all subsequent RepCLI commands must be run from the
EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory on the host running the replication server leader
service in order for the effect of the RepCLI commands to be applied to that replication
network.
Alternatively, if the client package has been installed on a different host than where the
leader service is running, you can run the RepCLI commands from this separate host if
the client.properties file in the EPRS_HOME/client/etc directory is edited to
specify the host IP address and port of the leader service.
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername servername
-host host_ip_address -port port [ -ngxpasspath directory ]
[ -user username ]
servername
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Identifier name to be assigned to the replication server. This name must be unique
within the replication network.
host_ip_address

IP address of the host on which the replication server is running from the
runServer.sh script.
port

Port of the replication server. The default is 8082.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command. This parameter is not required when
running the joinnetwork command for the first time in a replication network
when creating the leader service but is required for all subsequent usage of
joinnetwork and all other RepCLI commands.
After the first joinnetwork command has been run establishing the leader service,
additional replication servers are added to the network by running the joinnetwork
command specifying a unique servername to identify the replication server and
host_ip_address to specify the host location where this additional replication server
is running.
The -port 8082 option is the default port number assigned to the replication server as
given by the ngen.server.port parameter in the application.properties file. If
this port number was modified in order to run multiple replication servers on the same
host, the -port option must specify the altered port number.

4.2.3

Setting the Administrator Password
When joinnetwork is used to establish the leader service, an admin user is created
with the administrator role, which has all permissions. The password for the admin user
must then be set with the -setadminpassword command as in the following:
./runRepCLI.sh -setadminpassword [ -savepassword ]
-savepassword
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Save the given password in the .ngxpass file.
A prompt then appears for the admin user password. The password must then be entered
for all subsequent RepCLI commands when -user admin is specified stating that
admin is the user running the command unless the -savepassword option had been
included.

4.2.4

Adding a Database
If a database is to be used as a producer or consumer, it must be added to a replication
server using the adddb command.
The database server running the database must have been configured to support its access
by a replication server. For databases that are to be used as producers, see Section 4.2.19
for configuration information. For databases that are to be used as consumers, see Section
4.4 for configuration information.
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh -adddb [ -servername servername ] -dbid dbid
-dbtype { postgresql | enterprisedb } -dbhost host
-dbport port -dbuser user
{ -dbpassword encrypted_pwd | -dbpassfile pwdfile }
-database dbname [ -ngxpasspath directory ] -user username
servername

The name of the replication server to which the database is to be added. If
omitted, the default is the replication server currently acting as the leader service.
dbid

Specify a unique identifier for the database within the replication network. The
identifier can be any combination of alphanumeric characters.
-dbtype

Specify postgresql if the database is a PostgreSQL database or
enterprisedb if it is an Advanced Server database.
host

The IP address of the host on which the database server is running.
port

The port number on which the database server is listening for connections.
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user

The database username.
encrypted_pwd

The encrypted password of the database user. See Section 4.1.1 for encrypting the
password.
pwdfile

File containing the encrypted password of the database user.
dbname

The database name.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
After a database has been added, a publication can be created from the database, or the
database can join an existing publication.

Creating a Publication
A publication is a set of one or more tables within a given database. The data in these
tables is what can be exchanged amongst a group of databases by snapshot or streaming.
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh –createpub -pubname pubname
-servername servername
-dbid dbid
{ -tables schema_1.table_1[,schema_2.table_2 ]... |
-alltables [ schema_1][,schema_2 ]... }
[ -nodetype { W | RW } ] [ -ngxpasspath directory ]
-user username
pubname
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Name to be assigned to the publication.
servername

The name of the replication server to which the publication is to be added. The
database specified by dbid, containing the tables of the publication must also
have been added to this replication server.
dbid

Database identifier of the database containing the publication tables.
schema_n.table_n

Comma-separated list of tables to be part of the publication. There must be no
space before or after the comma in the table list.
-alltables [ schema_1][,schema_2 ]...

Add all tables in the comma-separated list of schemas to the publication. If no
schemas are listed, then add all tables in the database to the publication. There
must be no space before or after the commas in the schema list.
-nodetype { W | RW }

Specify W if the database can only write to this publication, which makes it a
producer only. Specify RW if the database can also accept changed data from other
databases that have joined this publication. The latter makes this database both a
consumer and producer of the publication. If -nodetype is omitted, the default is
W.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Once the publication has been created, other databases can join the publication.
Note: All the tables to be replicated must have a primary key otherwise, it will throw an
error while creating a publication.
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Joining a Publication
Joining a publication registers a database to be a consumer, producer or both for a
specified publication.
Thus, changed data associated with this publication is streamed to the database if it has
been joined to the publication as a consumer.
If there is changed data within these tables of the joined database, and the database has
been joined to the publication as a producer, then these changes are streamed to other
databases that have joined the same publication as consumers.
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername servername -dbid dbid
-pubname pubname [ –nodetype { R | W | RW } ]
[ -filtername filtername ]
[ -ngxpasspath directory ] -user username
servername

The name of the replication server to which the database specified by dbid has
been added.
dbid

Database identifier of the database to which changed data is to be received from
the publication.
pubname

Name of the publication from which changed data is to be received.
-nodetype { R | W | RW }

Specify R if the database can only read from this publication, which makes it a
consumer only. Specify W if the database can only write to this publication, which
makes it a producer only. Specify RW if the database can stream and receive
changed data to and from other databases that have joined this publication. The
latter makes this database both a consumer and producer of the publication. If nodetype is omitted, the default is R.
filtername
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The publication filter that is to be enabled on this database joining the publication.
Thus, replication data from the publication database is to be filtered before being
applied to this database.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
After a database has joined a publication, it can begin receiving and/or writing changes.
Note that typically, the joinpub command is used when creating the initial replication
network before snapshots are taken to all target databases and streaming has started.
For an existing, active replication network where streaming replication is already in
process, it may be desired to add additional databases to the replication network.
Make sure the following steps are performed:





Add the database with the adddb command.
Join the publication with the joinpub command.
Take a snapshot to the target database with the startsnapshot command.
Rerun the startstreaming command.

Note that the startstreaming command must be re-executed even if streaming is
already running on the replication network.

Adding Tables to a Publication
To modify a publication by adding tables to a publication use the addtables RepCLI
command.
Run the following command from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh -addtables -pubname pubname
{-tables table_1, table_2 ...} [ -ngxpasspath directory ]
–user username

pubname
Name of the publication to which the tables have to be added.
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table_n
Comma-separated list of tables to be added to a publication. There should not be any
space before or after the comma in the table list.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted, the
.ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the setting of
environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username
Replication user running the command.
The following applies when you use the addtables command:


To use the addtables command you should have the create_pub permission.



To add multiple tables to a publication specify the name of those tables separated
by a comma.



When you add the tables to a publication it also adds snapshot related topics for
those tables.



When you add the tables to a publication, streaming restarts (if streaming is in
progress).

Example
The following example adds tables to a publication:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -addtables -pubname testpub -tables public.dept4 ngxpasspath /root/.ngxpass -user admin
Tables are added successfully.
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Removing Tables from a Publication
To modify a publication by removing tables from a publication use the removetables
RepCLI command.
Run the following command from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh -removetables -pubname pubname
{-tables table_1, table_2 ...} [ -ngxpasspath directory ]
–user username

pubname
Name of the publication from which the tables have to be removed.
table_n
Comma-separated list of tables to be removed from the publication. There should not be
any space before or after the comma in the table list.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted, the
.ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the setting of
environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username
Replication user running the command.
The following applies when you use the removetables command:


To use the removetables command you should have the remove_pub
permission.



To remove multiple tables from a publication specify the name of those tables
separated by a comma.



When you remove the tables from the publication it also removes the snapshot
related topics for those tables.



When you remove the tables from the publication, then streaming restarts (if
streaming is in progress).



When the user removes all the tables from the publication and starts streaming,
the following message is displayed:
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Publication pubname has no table.

Example
The following example removes tables from a publication:
$./runRepCLI.sh -removetables -pubname pub1 -tables public.dept1,public.dept2
-user admin
Tables are removed successfully.

Note: To check the tables in the specified publication use the listpubtable command.

Table Filters
Table filters specify the selection criteria for rows in publication tables or views that are
to be included during replications to subscriptions from the publication database in a
single-master replication system or between master nodes in a multi-master replication
system. Rows that do not satisfy the selection criteria are excluded from replications to
subscriptions or master nodes on which these table filters have been enabled.

4.2.9.1 Implementing Table Filters
Implementing table filters is a two-part process. First, a set of available table filters must
be defined. This can be done during the process of creating the publication by defining
specific, named rules applicable to selected publication tables or views expressed in the
form of SQL WHERE clauses.
Once a set of available table filters have been defined, they must be enabled only on
those subscription tables of a single-master replication system or master node tables of a
multi-master replication system where filtering is to occur during replication to those
particular target tables. No filtering occurs during replication to a target subscription table
or master node table if no filters have been specifically enabled on that table in the
subscription or master node.
Note (For MMR only): When using table filters in a multi-master replication system, the
master definition node, which provides the source of the table content for a snapshot,
should contain a superset of all the data contained in the other master nodes of the multimaster replication system. This ensures that the target of a snapshot receives all of the
data that satisfies any filtering criteria enabled on the other master nodes.
On the contrary, if the master definition node contains only a subset of all the data
contained in the other master nodes, then a snapshot to another master node may not
result in the complete set of data that is required for that target master node.
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4.2.9.2 Effects of Table Filtering
A filter enabled on a table only affects the results from snapshot or synchronization
replications targeted to that table by the EDB Replication Server. Filtering has no effect
on changes made directly on the target table by external user applications such as an SQL
command line utility.
Filtering has the following effects on a targeted, filtered table.
Note: In the following discussion, a result set refers to the set of rows in a table satisfying
the selection criteria of an UPDATE or DELETE statement executed on that table.
When an INSERT statement is executed on a source table followed by a synchronization
replication, the row is inserted into the target table of the synchronization if the row
satisfies the filtering criteria. Otherwise, the row is excluded from insertion into the target
table.
When an UPDATE statement is executed on a source table followed by a synchronization
replication, the UPDATE result set of the source table determines the action on the target
table of the synchronization as follows.






If a row in the result set has no corresponding row in the target table with the
same primary key value, and the updated row in the result set satisfies the filtering
criteria, then the row is inserted into the target table. (That is, a row that was
previously non-existent in the target table is added because the updated row in the
source table now satisfies the filtering criteria.)
If a row in the result set has a corresponding row in the target table with the same
primary key value, and the updated row in the result set satisfies the filtering
criteria, then the row in the target table is updated accordingly. (That is, the
update is applied to an existing, matching row in the target table that still satisfies
the filtering criteria after the update.)
If a row in the result set has a corresponding row in the target table with the same
primary key value, and the updated row in the result set no longer satisfies the
filtering criteria, then the corresponding row in the target table is deleted. (That is,
an existing, matching row in the target table no longer satisfies the filtering
criteria after the update, so the row is removed from the target table.)

When a DELETE statement is executed on a source table followed by a synchronization
replication, the DELETE result set of the source table determines the action on the target
table of the synchronization as follows.



If a row in the result set has a corresponding row in the target table with the same
primary key value, then the row with that primary key value is deleted from the
target table. (That is, an existing, matching row in the target table is removed.)
If a row in the result set has no corresponding row in the target table with the
same primary key value, then no action is taken on the target table for that row.
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(That is, there is no existing, matching row in the target table, so there is no row
to remove from the target table.)
Thus, regardless of whether the transaction on the source table is an INSERT, UPDATE, or
DELETE statement, the goal of a table filter is to ensure that all rows in the target table
satisfy the filter rule.

4.2.9.3 Considerations for Table Filters
This section lists the specific table settings and restrictions on the use of table filters.
REPLICA IDENTITY Setting for Filters
For replication systems using the log-based method of synchronization replication, a
publication table on which a filter is to be defined must have the REPLICA IDENTITY
option set to FULL.
The REPLICA IDENTITY FULL setting is required on tables in the following databases
of a log-based replication system:





In a single-master replication system, table filters are defined in the master
database. Thus, the publication tables in the master database requiring filter
definitions must be altered to a REPLICA IDENTITY FULL setting, but only if
the publication is not a snapshot-only publication.
In a multi-master replication system, table filters are defined in the master
definition node. Thus, publication tables in the master definition node requiring
filter definitions must be altered to a REPLICA IDENTITY FULL setting.
In a multi-master replication system, non-MDN nodes should not have their
tables’ REPLICA IDENTITY option set to FULL unless transactions are expected
to be targeted on those non-MDN nodes, and the transactions are to be filtered
when they are replicated to the other master nodes.

The REPLICA IDENTITY FULL setting on a source table ensures that certain types of
transactions on the source table result in the proper updates to the target tables on which
filters have been enabled.
This setting is done with the ALTER TABLE command as shown by the following:
ALTER TABLE schema.table_name REPLICA IDENTITY FULL

For example, for a publication table named edb.dept, use the following ALTER TABLE
command:
ALTER TABLE edb.dept REPLICA IDENTITY FULL;
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The REPLICA IDENTITY setting can be displayed by the PSQL utility using the \d+
command:
edb=# \d+ edb.dept
Table "edb.dept"
Column |
Type
| Modifiers | Storage | Stats target | Description
--------+-----------------------+-----------+----------+--------------+------------deptno | numeric(2,0)
| not null | main
|
|
dname | character varying(14) |
| extended |
|
loc
| character varying(13) |
| extended |
|
Indexes:
"dept_pk" PRIMARY KEY, btree (deptno)
"dept_dname_uq" UNIQUE CONSTRAINT, btree (dname)
Referenced by:
TABLE "emp" CONSTRAINT "emp_ref_dept_fk" FOREIGN KEY (deptno) REFERENCES
dept(deptno)
TABLE "jobhist" CONSTRAINT "jobhist_ref_dept_fk" FOREIGN KEY (deptno) REFERENCES
dept(deptno) ON DELETE SET NULL
Replica Identity: FULL

For additional information see the ALTER TABLE SQL command in the PostgreSQL
Core Documentation located at:
https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/sql-altertable.html
Table Filter Restrictions on Data Types
Table filters are not supported on the following data types:
Table 3-1 - Data Types not Supported for Table Filters
Data Types
Binary data type columns.
Advanced Server columns with the data
types:
 BINARY
 VARBINARY
 BLOB
 LONG RAW
 RAW

Description
A binary data type is the Postgres data type
BYTEA.
These data types are alias names for the
BYTEA data type.

4.2.10 Taking a Snapshot
A snapshot loads the publication table rows to the target consumer database of the
snapshot. This provides the data consistency amongst the databases sharing the same
publication so that subsequent streaming of changed data retains the consistency.
Note: The following permission is required for taking the snapshot:
Permission
start_snapshot

Purpose
Start a snapshot with startsnapshot.
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Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh –startsnapshot -pubname pubname [ -reload ]
-dbid target_dbid [ -ngxpasspath directory ] –user username
pubname

Name of the publication from which the snapshot is to be taken.
target_dbid

Database identifier of the target database to receive the snapshot.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.

4.2.10.1 Checking the Snapshot Status (checksnapshot)
The checksnapshot command confirms if the data is replicated to the target node.
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
-checksnapshot -pubname pubname
-dbid target_dbid
[ -ngxpasspath directory ]
–user username

Run checksnapshot command before you run the startsnapshot command. The status
should be pending (for Data Publishing as well as Data Import).
Now run checksnapshot command after you run the startSnapshot command
(after a delay of few seconds) to confirm if data is replicated to target node. The status
should be completed (for Data Publishing as well as Data Import).
Note: The following permissions are required for taking and checking the snapshot
status:
Permission
start_snapshot
check_snapshot

Purpose
Start a snapshot with startsnapshot.
Confirm if data is replicated to target node.
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pubname

The publication from which the snapshot is taken.
target_dbid

The database identifier of the target database, which is to receive the snapshot
data from the publication.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Example
The following is an example of the execution of the checksnapshot command.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -checksnapshot –pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed
Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed

Reloading a Snapshot
If you change the cluster configuration (remove a database, publication, and/or
subscription) after a snapshot operation, repeat the snapshot by including the reload
option. This is necessary as the Kafka queues (topics) are re-populated with a fresh copy
of data from the source database.
Stop streaming before you execute the startsnapshot command with the reload
option, otherwise, the operation will fail (an error message is logged in the server). Once
the snapshot is completed explicitly restart the streaming.
Note: The reload option does not work for an offline snapshot.
Run the following command from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
-startsnapshot -pubname pubname
-reload
-dbid target_dbid
[ -ngxpasspath directory ]
–user username
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pubname

The publication from which the snapshot is taken.
target_dbid

The database identifier of the target database, which is to receive the snapshot
data from the publication.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Example
The following is a sample execution of the startsnapshot command with the reload
option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname alltabpub3ngs -servername server3
-reload -dbid centos.db.postgres2 -user admin
Data snapshot has started successfully.
node3=# select * from dept;
deptno | dname | loc
-------------------------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH | DALLAS
30 | SALES | CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | QUALITY MANAGEMENT | BOSTON
60 | TECHNICAL WRITING | BOSTON
(6 rows)

Taking an Offline Snapshot
Online snapshot is generally suitable if the size of the publication database is small or
medium and the target database is co-located (within the same network). However, for a
large database with high network latency (in a WAN environment), the online snapshot
time increases significantly. Here, an offline snapshot (this is not a part of the EDB
Replication Server process) is a better option. Offline snapshot uses alternate options as
such PostgreSQL backup and restore utilities which reduces the overall time to take the
snapshot.
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Note: Filters do not work for an offline snapshot as the data movement takes place
outside the replication server.
Follow the steps below for taking an offline snapshot in EDB Replication Server:
Step 1 (Optional): If you already have the published tables and schemas on the target
database omit this step. Make sure that schema definition for all the publication tables is
proper on the target database.
To take a backup (only the schema) of the publication database and restore it on the target
database you can use any method that is convenient to you. Here, we are using the
pg_dump utility to take a dump of the PostgreSQL publication database.
Run the following command from the
/opt/edb/database_server_installation_directory/bin directory:
./pg_dump -U postgres -p port -Ft -s source_database_name >
source_database_name_schemaonly.sql.tar
database_server_installation_directory

The directory where the database server is installed.
Source_database_name

The name of the database for which snapshot is to be taken.
port

The port number of the database server.
Note: If partial set of tables are a part of the publication, take a partial backup (for
selected tables with the –tables option).
Example:
In this example the following command is run from the /opt/edb/as10/bin directory
where Advanced Server 10 is running on port 5432.
$ ./pg_dump -U postgres -p 5432 -Ft -s db1 > db1_schemaonly.sql.tar

Step 2 (Optional): If you already have the published tables and schemas on the target
database omit this step. Make sure that the schema definition for all the publication tables
is proper on the target database.
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To restore the dump on the target database you can use any method that is convenient for
you. Here, the pg_restore utility is used to restore the dump on the target PostgreSQL
database as follows:
./pg_restore -U postgres -p port -d target_database_name
source_database_name_schemaonly.sql.tar
Source_database_name

The name of the database for which the snapshot is to be taken.
target_database_name

The name of the database on which the dump is to be restored.
port

The port number on which the database server is running.
Step 3: Create a publication.
Step 4: Join a publication on the target node.
Step 5: Take the snapshot (specify the offline option).
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh –startsnapshot -pubname pubname -offline
-dbid target_dbid [ -ngxpasspath directory ] –user username
pubname

Name of the publication from which the snapshot is to be taken.
target_dbid

The database identifier of the target database, which receives the snapshot data
from the publication.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username
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Replication user running the command.
Step 6: Run the checksnapshot command and note down the exported Snapshot Id.
Example
The following is an example of the execution of the checksnapshot command.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -checksnapshot –pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Publication Id: ngxpub
Consumer DB Id: macos.db.node2
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Offline
Snapshot Data Import Status: Offline
Exported Snapshot Id: 0000000D-000000F7-1
Snapshot Start Time: 2018-12-12 20:36:27
Snapshot End Time: 2018-12-12 20:36:27

Step 7: Take a backup of the publication database (data only) using the exported
Snapshot Id. Skip control schema _ngx_rep_cluster from the backup.
Run the following command from the /opt/edb/
database_server_installation_directory/bin directory after replacing the
Snapshot_Id with the exported Snapshot Id from step 6:
./pg_dump -U postgres -p port -Ft -a --snapshot=Snapshot_Id -exclude-schema=_ngx_rep_cluster source_database_name >
source_database_name_dataonly.sql.tar

Source_database_name

The name of the database for which the snapshot is to be taken.
Snapshot_Id

Exported snapshot identifier for the snapshot.
port

The port number on which the database server is running.
Note: The control schema name is configurable. The default control schema name is
_ngx_rep_cluster.

Step 8: Restore the database dump (data only) on the subscription database. To restore
the dump on the target database you can use any method that is convenient for you. Here,
the pg_restore utility is used to restore the dump on the target PostgreSQL database as
follows:
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./pg_restore -U postgres -p port -d target_database_name
source_database_name_dataonly.sql.tar
target_database_name

The name of the database on which the dump is to be restored.

Step 9: Start streaming for the target database.

Start Streaming
Streaming begins the exchange of changed data amongst the databases within the
replication network that have joined the publication.
Run the following from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh –startstreaming -pubname pubname [-dbid
target_dbid ][ -ngxpasspath directory ] -user username
pubname

Name of the publication from which to start data streaming.
target_dbid

The database identifier of the target database, which is to receive the snapshot
data from the publication.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Changed data from the source publication should now be received by databases that have
joined the publication.

Stop Streaming
The streaming process can be stopped by running the following from the
EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
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./runRepCLI.sh –stopstreaming -pubname pubname [ -dbid
target_dbid ][ -ngxpasspath directory ] -user username
pubname

Name of the publication from which to stop data streaming.
target_dbid

The database identifier of the target database, which is to receive the snapshot
data from the publication.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Changed data from the source publication should no longer be streamed to the
consumers.

5

6

Stopping a Replication Server
As shown in Section 4.2.1 a replication server is started from a terminal.
Until a command is implemented to stop a replication server, this can be done in the
following ways:



In the terminal running the replication server, type Ctrl-C on the keyboard.
In a separate terminal as the root user, issue the command lsof -i tcp:8082
to return the process ID of the replication server, then run the command kill -9
process_id to stop the replication server. In the lsof command, 8082 is the
port used by the replication server as given by the ngen.server.port
parameter in the EPRS_HOME/server/etc/application.properties file.

Restarting a Replication Node
Once a replication node has been configured and is participating in the streaming
operation, the machine hosting the replication node could be shut down for any number
of reasons.
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When the host machine is restarted, start the replication server as shown in Section 4.2.1
to have the replication node rejoin the replication network. The other RepCLI commands
that have already been used to configure the node do not have to be repeated.

4.2.17 Deleting a Replication Network
The following commands are used to remove the components of the replication network:





leavepub removes a database from a publication to which it had been joined to
with the joinpub command.
removepub deletes a publication from the replication server in which it had been
created with the createpub command.
removedb removes a database from a replication server that had been added with
the adddb command.
leavenetwork removes a replication server from the replication network that
had been added with the joinnetwork command.

See the EDB Postgres Replication Server Reference Guide for information about these
commands.
Alternatively, to completely eliminate a replication network and rebuild everything from
the beginning, perform the following:




Stop all replication servers in the network as given by Section 4.2.15.
On each replication node, delete the following directory with all its content:
/var/lib/edb/rs.
If it is also desired to remove all of the log files generated from that replication
network, on each replication node, delete the following directory:
/var/log/edb/rs.

This will erase all Kafka and ZooKeeper elements that had been created for the
replication network.

Displaying list of events added to Kafka
The following command lists the events added to Kafka (under topic). This enables you
to view the major events in the cluster, independent of the server in which the events
occur.
Enable adding of events in Kafka
To enable adding events in Kafka uncomment the following line in
EPRS_HOME/server/etc/logback.xml before you start the replication servers.
<!-- <appender-ref ref="KAFKA_APPENDER"/> -->
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<appender-ref ref="KAFKA_APPENDER"/>

Run the following command from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
./runRepCLI.sh -listevents [-ngxpasspath directory]
-user username
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted, the
.ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the setting
of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Example
The following is an example of listevents command with MMR (two servers) setup:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -listevents -user admin
Total Events=12
--- Event # 1 --Log Message=Succesfully created topic _ngx_events
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:16:05.453
Event Type=Event topic created
Event Source=NGX Server Setup
--- Event # 2 --Log Message=Created event topic producer
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:16:05.529
Event Type=Event Producer created
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup
--- Event # 3 --Log Message=The server firstService has been registered with the network.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:16:06.092
Event Type=Node registered
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup
--- Event # 4 --Log Message=Admin password is set successfully.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:16:08.185
Event Type=Admin password set
Event Source=NGX Cluster Security
--- Event # 5 --Log Message=The server node1Service has been registered with the network.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:16:53.43
Event Type=Node registered
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup
--- Event # 6 --Log Message=Database mac.db.nGen added successfully.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:16:56.328
Event Type=Database added
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup
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Log Message=Database node1.db.nGen1 added successfully.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:17:00.384
Event Type=Database added
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup
--- Event # 8 --Log Message=Publication testpub created successfully.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:17:09.679
Event Type=Publication Created
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup
--- Event # 9 --Log Message=Publication testpub joined successfully.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:17:18.372
Event Type=Publication joined
Event Source=NGX Cluster Membership
--- Event # 10 --Log Message=Snapshot performed successfully for Publication testpub to target
database node1.db.nGen1.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:17:21.91
Event Type=Snapshot completed
Event Source=NGX Data Replication
--- Event # 11 --Log Message=Streaming started for target database mac.db.nGen.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:17:44.181
Event Type=Streaming started
Event Source=Publisher
--- Event # 12 --Log Message=Streaming is started successfully for the Publication testpub.
Level=INFO
Node Name=firstService
Creation Timestamp=2018-11-15
02:17:44.182
Event Type=Streaming started
Event Source=NGX Data Replication

Filtering list of events added to Kafka
The following command filters the events added to Kafka (under topic) based on the
severity level. If the severity argument is not provided listevents displays all the
events.
Run the following command from the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory:
-listevents [-severity {info | warn | error | debug | trace}]
[-ngxpasspath directory] -user username

directory
The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted, the
.ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the setting of
environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username
Replication user running the command.
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Note: For receiving all the messages uncomment the following line in
EPRS_HOME/server/etc/logback.xml file.
<appender-ref ref="KAFKA_APPENDER"/>

Example
The following is an example of filtering listevents command with severity as
error:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -listevents –severity error -user admin
Total Events=1
--- Event # 1 --Log Message=Failed to remove Publication alltabpub3ngs. Please see the logs
for details.
Level=ERROR
Node Name=leaderService
Creation Timestamp=2018-1210 10:14:07.105
Event Type=Remove Publication failure
Event Source=NGX Cluster Setup

4.3 Preparing a Producer Database
A producer database is a source of changed data from the publication tables.
The following sections describe the setup requirements for a producer database and its
database server.
Note: If the producer database is also to be a consumer, see Section 4.4 for consumer
setup requirements that need to be added as well.

Postgres Producer Database
A Postgres database to be used as a producer requires the settings described in this
section.

4.3.1.1 Database Server Configuration File (postgresql.conf)
The following configuration parameter settings are required in the configuration file
postgresql.conf of that Postgres database server:



wal_level. Set to logical.
max_wal_senders. Specifies the maximum number of concurrent connections
(that is, the maximum number of simultaneously running WAL sender processes).
Should be set to a value greater than the total number of producer databases on
the database server.
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max_replication_slots. Specifies the maximum number of replication slots.
Should be set to a value greater than the total number of producer databases on
the database server.
track_commit_timestamp. Set to on.

The following is an example of these configuration parameter settings:
wal_level = logical
max_wal_senders = 10
max_replication_slots = 10
track_commit_timestamp = on

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

minimal, replica, or logical
(change requires restart)
max number of walsender processes
(change requires restart)
max number of replication slots
(change requires restart)
collect timestamp of transaction commit
(change requires restart)

4.3.1.2 Host-Based Authentication File (pg_hba.conf)
A Postgres database server uses the host-based authentication file pg_hba.conf to
control access to the databases in the database server.
You need to modify the pg_hba.conf file on each Postgres database server that
contains a producer database.
For a Postgres producer database, the following is needed to allow access to the database:
host pub_dbname

pub_dbuser

pub_ipaddr/32

The value you substitute for pub_dbname is the name of the Postgres producer database
you want to use (specified with the -database option of the -adddb RepCLI command).
The value you substitute for pub_dbuser is the database user name to be specified with
the -dbuser option of the adddb RepCLI command. The value you substitute for
pub_ipaddr is the host IP address of the replication server that will connect to the
database.
The pg_hba.conf file must contain an additional entry with the DATABASE field set
to replication for pub_dbname, pub_dbuser, and pub_ipaddr to allow replication
connections from the replication server on the host on which it is running.
Example 1:
For a Postgres producer database node1, connecting with the database user
enterprisedb, run the following command to add a database:
$EPRS_HOME/client/bin/runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername rep_server_1
-dbid db1 -dbtype enterprisedb -dbhost 127.0.0.1
-dbport 5444 -dbuser enterprisedb -dbpassword
ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node1 -user admin
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The resulting pg_hba.conf file appears as follows:
# TYPE

DATABASE

USER

ADDRESS

METHOD

# "local" is for Unix domain socket connections only
local
all
all
md5
# IPv4 local connections:
host
all
all
127.0.0.1/32
md5
# IPv6 local connections:
host
all
all
::1/128
md5
# Allow replication connections from localhost, by a user with the
# replication privilege.
local
replication
all
md5
host
replication
all
127.0.0.1/32
md5
host
replication
all
::1/128
md5

where 127.0.0.1 is the address of the rep_server_1 in the above -adddb command.
node1 is the dbname specified with the -database option of the -adddb RepCLI

command.
Example 2:
If you run the following command:
./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername rep_server_1 -dbid db1 -dbtype
enterprisedb \
-dbhost 192.168.2.25 -dbport 5444 -dbuser pubuser \
-dbpassword Tqz5czKBURk6qOqzVlhcew== -database node1 -user admin

then you need to add the following lines to the pg_hba.conf file:
# TYPE
host
host

DATABASE
node1
replication

USER
pubuser
pubuser

ADDRESS
192.168.2.27/32
192.168.2.27/32

METHOD
md5
md5

where 192.168.2.27 is the address of the rep_server_1, specified in the above adddb command.
node1 is the dbname specified with the -database option of the -adddb RepCLI

command.

4.3.1.3 Database User of the Producer Database
The database user specified with the -dbuser option of the adddb command must have
the following privileges:




REPLICATION privilege if the database user is not a superuser

Connection to the producer database
Creation of a schema and table within the producer database
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Access to the tables added to publications in the producer database with the
createpub command

In the pg_hba.conf file, this database user must be included as shown by the
pub_dbuser variable in Section 4.3.1.2.

4.4 Preparing a Consumer Database
A consumer database is a receiver of changed data from the publication tables.
The following sections describe the setup requirements for a consumer database and its
database server.
Note: If the consumer database is also to be a producer, see Section 4.3 for producer
setup requirements that need to be added as well.

Postgres Consumer Database
A Postgres database to be used as a consumer requires the settings described in this
section.

4.4.1.1 Host-Based Authentication File (pg_hba.conf)
A Postgres database server uses the host-based authentication file pg_hba.conf to
control access to the databases in the database server.
You need to modify the pg_hba.conf file on each Postgres database server that
contains a consumer database.
For a Postgres consumer database, the following is needed to allow access to the
database:
host sub_dbname

sub_dbuser

sub_ipaddr/32

The value you substitute for sub_dbname is the name of the Postgres consumer database
you intend to use. The value you substitute for sub_dbuser is the database user name to
be specified with the -dbuser option of the adddb RepCLI command. The value you
substitute for sub_ipaddr is the host IP address of the replication server that will
connect to the database.
Example 1:
For a Postgres Consumer database node2, connecting with the database user
enterprisedb, run the following command to add database node 2:
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$EPRS_HOME/client/bin/runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername
rep_server_2 -dbid db2 -dbtype enterprisedb -dbhost 127.0.0.1
-dbport 5445 -dbuser enterprisedb -dbpassword
ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node2 -user admin

The resulting pg_hba.conf file appears as follows:
# TYPE

DATABASE

USER

ADDRESS

METHOD

# "local" is for Unix domain socket connections only
local
all
all
md5
# IPv4 local connections:
host
all
all
127.0.0.1/32
md5
# IPv6 local connections:
host
all
all
::1/128
md5
# Allow replication connections from localhost, by a user with the
# replication privilege.
local
replication
all
md5
host
replication
all
127.0.0.1/32
md5
host
replication
all
::1/128
md5

where 127.0.0.1 is the address of the rep_server_2 in the above -adddb command.
node2 is the dbname specified with the -database option of the -adddb RepCLI

command.
Example 2:
If you run the following command:
./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername rep_server_2 -dbid db1 -dbtype
enterprisedb \
-dbhost 192.168.2.26 -dbport 5444 -dbuser pubuser \
-dbpassword Tqz5czKBURk6qOqzVlhcew== -database node2 -user admin

then you need to add the following lines to the pg_hba.conf file:
# TYPE
host
host

DATABASE
node2
replication

USER
pubuser
pubuser

ADDRESS
192.168.2.28/32
192.168.2.28/32

METHOD
md5
md5

where 192.168.2.28 is the address of the rep_server_2, specified in the adddb
command.
node2 is the dbname specified with the -database option of the -adddb RepCLI

command.

4.4.1.2 Database User of the Consumer Database
The database user specified with the -dbuser option of the adddb command must have
the following privileges:
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Connection to the consumer database
Creation of a schema and table within the consumer database
Ability to access and update the content of tables within publications to be joined
by the consumer database with the joinpub command

Note: Database server user should have superuser privileges in order to perform certain
operations such as disablement of constraints on the consumer database tables.
In the pg_hba.conf file, this database user must be included as shown by the
sub_dbuser variable in Section 4.4.1.1.
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5 Monitoring Performance
EDB Replication Server provides commands which can help you to measure the
performance of your Replication Cluster.
The metric by which you can measure the performance for EDB Replication Server is
given below.

5.1 Replication Latency
Replication latency is the time it takes for a transaction that occurs in the source database
to be applied to the target database.
EDB Replication Server provides end-to-end database level latency for the last
transaction that is successfully replicated and applied on the target database. It captures
the transaction commit time for the last transaction for both the source as well as the
target database in the _ngx_rep_cluster.topic_offset table.
The following command displays the database latency:
./runRepCLI.sh -replicationlatency -pubname pubname
-dbid target_dbid [ -ngxpasspath directory ]
-user username
pubname

Name of the publication.
target_dbid

Database identifier of the target database.
directory

The directory containing the .ngxpass password file. If the option is omitted,
the .ngxpass file will be searched for in the user’s home directory or by the
setting of environment variable NGXPASSPATH.
username

Replication user running the command.
Example
The following is an example of execution of the replicationlatency command.
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$ ./runRepCLI.sh -replicationlatency -pubname alltabpub3ngs -dbid
centos.db.postgres -user admin
Publication Name: alltabpub3ngs
Target DB Id: centos.db.postgres
— 1. Source DB Id: centos.db.postgres2 Latency: 1.39 secs
— 2. Source DB Id: centos.db.postgres1 Latency: 1.222 secs

Note: The following permission is required for replicationlatency command:
Permission

Purpose
replication_latency Determines the latency for the EDB Replication Server.
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6 Sample Replication Network
Configurations
A replication network can be established in a number of different ways affecting the
relationships of the producers and consumers.
The following are typical, common configuration types:



Single-Master Replication (SMR) Cluster. Database nodes must act as either
the producer or consumer of changed data.
Multi-Master Replication (MMR) Cluster. Database nodes can act as both
producers and consumers of changed data.

The following sections describe the setup for an SMR cluster and an MMR cluster.

6.1 Single-Master Replication (SMR) Cluster
A single-master replication (SMR) cluster is a model where producer databases stream
changed data identified by publications to recipient consumer databases.
The basic constraint is that a consumer database does not stream its changed data to a
producer database from which it receives changed data. In other words, there is a oneway direction in which data is exchanged between a given pair of databases.
The following sections show some possible configuration examples.

Single Replication Node
The following is an example of setting up an SMR cluster consisting of a single
replication server connected to the producer database (also referred to as the publication
database) located on the same host as the replication server, and the consumer database
(also referred to as the subscription database) located on a separate host.
This first example provides a detailed explanation of each setup step.
Note: Be sure the database objects have been created in the producer and consumer
databases as described in Section 4.1.1.
The publication database pubdb initially contains the following rows in the dept table:
pubdb=> SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
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20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)

The dept table in the consumer database subdb contains no rows.
Step 1: As the Linux root user account, start the replication server on the host to be
started as the leader service by invoking the runServer.sh script from the
EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory. The IP address of the host on which this script is
being run must be specified with the --host option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.27 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-11 12:25:14,733 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Step 2: Open a second terminal on the same host using any Linux user account that has
read and execute permissions on the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory. From the
EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory, join the replication network by invoking the
runRepCLI.sh script with the joinnetwork command.
When using the joinnetwork command, you specify the IP address of the host running
the replication server that is to become a member of the replication network along with
the replication server’s port number. In this case, the replication server is running on the
host you have logged into in Step 1 and the port number is the replication server’s default
setting of 8082.
The first usage of the joinnetwork command on the host on which the replication
server has been started results in its usage as the leader service assigning the name given
by the -servername option, which is localService in this example.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/client/bin
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername localService -host 192.168.2.27 -port 8082
Server is successfully added in the network.

Step 3: You must now use the setadminpassword command to set the administrator
password for the EDB Replication Server administrative user that is given the username
of admin. The admin user has the authority to run any RepCLI command. The response
you enter for the Enter admin password prompt becomes the administrator password
for the admin user.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -setadminpassword
Enter admin password:
Admin password is set successfully.
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When attempting to execute any RepCLI command, you must specify the EDB
Replication Server username you are using as the executor of the command. The -user
option is used to specify your username.
For the remaining RepCLI commands in these examples, -user admin is given to run
the command as the administrative user. There is a set of RepCLI commands that give
you the ability to create other usernames and assign them certain roles and permissions
for what the user can accomplish. See the EDB Postgres Replication Server Reference
Guide for this information.
Step 4: Use the adddb command to add the publication database to the leader service.
The replication server name localService, which was assigned in Step 2 is given with
the -servername option.
The replication server to which the database has been added becomes the source of the
connection to the database in order to perform subsequent operations on the database
objects such as reading and writing table data. Be sure the database server has the
privileges for connection from the location of this replication server such as settings in
the pg_hba.conf file. See Section 4.3.1 for such information for producer databases.
See Section 4.4.1 for information for consumer databases.
Use the -dbid option to assign a unique database identifier to this database. This
database identifier must then be specified in other RepCLI commands. The database
identifier db1 is given for this example.
The database type, its IP address, port number, the database user and password to connect
to the database, and the database name are given by the other options.
Also note that the -user admin option is given as described in Step 3.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername localService -dbid db1 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.27 -dbport 5432 -dbuser pubuser \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database pubdb -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

Step 5: Use the createpub command to create the publication to specify the tables
whose changed data is to be captured and streamed to other consumer databases.
The -pubname option specifies the publication name you assign to the publication.
The tables to be added to the publication must exist in the database that has been added to
the replication server in Step 4.
The -dbid option specifies the database that contains the tables that are to be in this
publication.
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The -servername option specifies that this publication is to be part of this replication
server, localService.
The -tables option lists one or more tables with their schema that are to be part of the
publication.
A multiple list of schema.table_name must be separated by commas with no spaces
before or after the comma.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -createpub -pubname deptpub -servername localService -dbid db1 \
> -tables public.dept -user admin
Enter user password:
Publication is created successfully.

Step 6: Add the subscription database to the replication server to act as the consumer.
The options of the adddb command are described in Step 4.
Since in this example, both the publication and subscription databases are added to the
same replication server, the -servername localService option is given as in Step 4.
If the subscription database is to be added to a different replication server such as on a
separate replication node, then the -servername option would specify the name of this
replication server.
Note that db2 is the identifier assigned to this database with the -dbid option, which
will be referenced by the joinpub command described in the next step.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername localService -dbid db2 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.28 -dbport 5432 -dbuser subuser \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database subdb -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

Step 7: Join the publication so the subscription database can receive the changed data
from the publication tables. This is done by using the joinpub command where the pubname option specifies the publication from which the changed data is to be received.
The -dbid option identifies the subscription database that is to receive this changed data.
The -servername option specifies the replication server to which this subscription
database has been added in Step 6.
The publication tables must exist in the subscription database before taking a snapshot or
streaming the data.
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Note that by default, the joinpub command only allows the database to read changed
data from the publication database. Changes that may occur on the subscription database
tables are not streamed to other consumers unless the -nodetype RW option is specified
with the joinpub command.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername localService -dbid db2 -pubname deptpub \
> -user admin
Enter user password:
Node has successfully joined the Publication.

Step 8: Perform a snapshot to load these subscription database tables with the rows that
are present in the publication database tables.
This process makes the table content consistent across the publication and subscription
databases so that subsequent change data streaming results in consistency.
The -pubname option of the startsnapshot command specifies the publication name.
The -dbid option specifies the target consumer database to receive the snapshot.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Data Snapshot has started successfully.

Step 9: Run checksnapshot command (after a few seconds) to confirm if the data is
replicated to the target node.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh checksnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed
Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed

After the snapshot, the target database contains the rows from the publication database:
subdb=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)

Step 10: After the row content of all publication tables is consistent across the
publication and subscription databases, start the streaming.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startstreaming -pubname deptpub -user admin
Enter user password:
Streaming is started successfully for the Publication deptpub.

Streaming Results
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The following SQL statements insert rows into the publication table of database pubdb
on localService:
pubdb=> INSERT INTO dept VALUES (50,'HR','DENVER');
INSERT 0 1
pubdb=> INSERT INTO dept VALUES (60,'FINANCE','CHICAGO');
INSERT 0 1
pubdb=> SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
(6 rows)

These rows now also appear in the publication table of the subscription database subdb.
subdb=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
(6 rows)

Thus, the streaming of changed data is active.

Two Replication Nodes on Separate Hosts
The following is an example of setting up an SMR cluster consisting of one producer (the
publisher) and one consumer (the subscriber), each running on a separate host with its
own replication server.
Note: Be sure the database objects have been created in the producer and consumer
databases as described in Section 4.1.1.
The publication database node1 initially contains the following rows in the dept table:
node1=> SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)

The dept table in the consumer database node2 contains no rows.
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Step 1: Start the replication server on the host to be started as the leader service by
invoking the runServer.sh script from the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.27 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-13 16:02:54,407 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Step 2: Open a second terminal on the same host. From the EPRS_HOME/client/bin
directory, join the replication network by invoking the runRepCLI.sh script with the
joinnetwork command.
Specify the IP address of the current host in which you have started the replication server
in Step 1 and the port number as the replication server’s default setting of 8082.
This creates usage of the leader service with the name given by the -servername
option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/client/bin
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername localService -host 192.168.2.27 -port 8082
Server is successfully added in the network.

Step 3: Set the administrator password for the admin user. Use this password when
prompted for it when invoking the subsequent RepCLI commands with the -user
admin option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -setadminpassword
Enter admin password:
Admin password is set successfully.

Step 4: Add the publication database to the leader service. The replication server name
that was specified in Step 2 is given with the -servername option.
The replication server to which the database has been added becomes the source of the
connection to the database in order to perform subsequent operations on the database
objects such as reading and writing table data.
Use the -dbid option to assign a unique database identifier to this database. This
database identifier must then be specified in other RepCLI commands.
The database type, its IP address, port number, the database user and password to connect
to the database, and the database name are given by the other options.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername localService -dbid db1 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.27 -dbport 5432 -dbuser pubuser \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node1 -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.
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Step 5: Create the publication to specify the tables whose changed data is to be captured
and streamed to the subscription database.
The tables to be added to the publication must exist in the database that has been added to
the replication server in Step 4.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -createpub -pubname deptpub -servername localService -dbid db1 \
> -tables public.dept -user admin
Enter user password:
Publication is created successfully.

Step 6: Log into the host machine that is to run the subscriber and invoke the
runServer.sh script from the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory installed on that
host.
Be sure to specify the IP address of the host on which you are starting the replication
server by using the --host option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.29 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-13 16:14:32,582 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Step 7: Join the replication server on the subscription host machine to the replication
network by running the joinnetwork command specifying the host IP address of the
subscription host with the -host option.
Note: Be sure you run the joinnetwork command and all additional RepCLI
commands from the leader service host machine and not from the subscriber host you
logged into for Step 6.
The default replication server port number of 8082 is specified with the -port option.
Specify the name to be assigned to this subscription replication server with the servername option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername remoteService -host 192.168.2.29 \
> -port 8082 -user admin
Enter user password:
Server is successfully added in the network.

Step 8: Add the subscription database to the replication server on the subscription host by
specifying the replication server name remoteService with the -servername option.
The specified replication server in the subsequent joinpub command becomes the
source to which the connection to the database is made.
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Use the -dbid option to assign a unique database identifier for the database. The
database identifier is then specified in other RepCLI commands.
The database type, its IP address, port number, the database user and password to connect
to the database, and the database name are given by the other options.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername remoteService -dbid db2 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.29 -dbport 5432 -dbuser subuser \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

Step 9: Join the publication so the subscription database can receive the changed data
from the publication tables. The joinpub command with the -pubname option specifies
the publication from which the changed data is to be received.
The -dbid option identifies the subscription database that is to receive this changed data.
The -servername option specifies the replication server from which the database
connection is made to receive the replication.
The publication tables must exist in the subscription database before taking a snapshot or
streaming the data.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername remoteService -dbid db2 -pubname deptpub \
> -user admin
Enter user password:
Node has successfully joined the Publication.

Step 10: Perform a snapshot to load the subscription database tables with the rows that
are present in the publication database tables.
This process makes the table content consistent across the publication and subscription
databases so that subsequent change data streaming results in consistency.
The -pubname option of the startsnapshot command specifies the publication name.
The -dbid option specifies the target consumer database to receive the snapshot.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Data Snapshot has started successfully.

Step 11: Run checksnapshot command (after a few seconds) to confirm if the data is
replicated to the target node.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -checksnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed.
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Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed.

After the snapshot, the target database contains the rows from the publication database:
node2=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)

Step 12: After the row content of all publication tables is consistent across the
publication and subscription databases, start the streaming.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startstreaming -pubname deptpub -user admin
Enter user password:
Streaming is started successfully for the Publication deptpub.

Streaming Results
The following SQL statements insert rows into the publication table of database node1
on localService:
node1=> INSERT INTO dept VALUES (50,'HR','DENVER');
INSERT 0 1
node1=> INSERT INTO dept VALUES (60,'FINANCE','CHICAGO');
INSERT 0 1
node1=> SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
(6 rows)

These rows now also appear in the publication table of database node2 on
remoteService.
node2=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
(6 rows)
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Thus, the streaming of changed data is active.

6.2 Multi-Master Replication (MMR) Cluster
A multi-master replication (MMR) cluster is a model where any group of databases can
exchange changed data between them. In other words, there is no constraint as to which
databases can be producers as well as consumers for any other database.
The following sections show some possible configuration examples.

MMR Cluster with Multiple Publications
The following example sets up the MMR cluster with two replication nodes. Two
publications are created and exchanged between the two nodes.
Note: Be sure the database objects have been created in the producer and consumer
databases as described in Section 4.1.1.
The publication database node1 initially contains the following rows in its tables:
node1=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)
node1=# SELECT * FROM emp;
empno | ename |
job
| mgr | hiredate |
sal
| comm | deptno
-------+-------+----------+------+------------+---------+--------+-------7369 | SMITH | CLERK
| 7902 | 1980-12-17 | 800.00 |
|
20
7499 | ALLEN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-20 | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30
7521 | WARD | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-22 | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30
(3 rows)
node1=# SELECT * FROM jobhist;
empno |
startdate
| enddate |
job
|
sal
| comm | deptno | chgdesc
-------+---------------------+---------+----------+---------+--------+--------+--------7369 | 1980-12-17 00:00:00 |
| CLERK
| 800.00 |
|
20 | New
Hire
7499 | 1981-02-20 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7521 | 1981-02-22 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30 | New
Hire
(3 rows)

The database node2 contains no rows in any of its tables.
Step 1: Start the replication server on the host to be started as the leader service by
invoking the runServer.sh script from the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.27 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
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.
.
logback: 2018-09-14 11:06:41,033 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Step 2: Open a second terminal on the same host. From the EPRS_HOME/client/bin
directory, join the replication network by invoking the runRepCLI.sh script with the
joinnetwork command.
Specify the IP address of the current host in which you have started the replication server
in Step 1 and the port number as the replication server’s default setting of 8082.
This creates usage of the leader service with the name given by the -servername
option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/client/bin
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername localService -host 192.168.2.27 -port 8082
Server is successfully added in the network.

Step 3: Set the administrator password for the admin user. Use this password when
prompted for it when invoking the subsequent RepCLI commands with the -user
admin option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -setadminpassword
Enter admin password:
Admin password is set successfully.

Step 4: Add the publication database to the leader service. The replication server name
that was specified in Step 2 is given with the -servername option.
The replication server to which the database has been added becomes the source of the
connection to the database in order to perform subsequent operations on the database
objects such as reading and writing table data.
Use the -dbid option to assign a unique database identifier to this database. This
database identifier must then be specified in other RepCLI commands.
The database type, its IP address, port number, the database user and password to connect
to the database, and the database name are given by the other options.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername localService -dbid db1 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.27 -dbport 5432 -dbuser postgres \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node1 -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

Step 5: Create the first publication.
The use of the -nodetype RW option, which is read/write on the publication, specifies
that the database that owns the tables of the publication, identified by the -dbid option,
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is to accept and apply changed data to its own tables in addition to streaming its own
changes to other consumer databases.
The use of the -nodetype RW option on the createpub command as well as on the
joinpub command is what results in an MMR cluster where publication table changes
on any database are replicated and applied to all other databases in the cluster.
For the createpub command, if the -nodetype option is omitted, the default effect is
-nodetype W, which is write-only, meaning that the database owning the publication
tables can have its changes streamed to other database consumers, but it will not accept
and apply changes to its own tables from other databases.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -createpub -pubname deptemppub -servername localService -dbid db1 \
> -nodetype RW -tables public.dept,public.emp -user admin
Enter user password:
Publication is created successfully.

Step 6: Create the second publication with the -nodetype RW option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -createpub -pubname jobhistpub -servername localService -dbid db1 \
> -nodetype RW -tables public.jobhist -user admin
Enter user password:
Publication is created successfully.

Step 7: Log into the host machine that is to serve as the second replication node and
invoke the runServer.sh script from the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory installed
on that host.
Be sure to specify the IP address of the host on which you are starting the replication
server by using the --host option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.28 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-14 11:16:40,343 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Step 8: Join the replication server on the second replication node host machine to the
replication network by running the joinnetwork command specifying the host IP
address of the second replication node host with the -host option.
Note: Be sure you run the joinnetwork command from the leader service host machine
and not from the second replication node host you logged into for Step 7.
The default replication server port number of 8082 is specified with the -port option.
Specify the name to be assigned to this second replication server with the -servername
option.
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$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername remoteService -host 192.168.2.28 \
> -port 8082 -user admin
Enter user password:
Server is successfully added in the network.

Step 9: Add the other database of the MMR cluster to the replication server on the
second replication node host by specifying the replication server name remoteService
with the -servername option.
Use the -dbid option to assign a unique database identifier for the database. The
database identifier is then specified in other RepCLI commands.
The database type, its IP address, port number, the database user and password to connect
to the database, and the database name are given by the other options.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername remoteService -dbid db2 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.28 -dbport 5432 -dbuser postgres \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

Step 10: Join the first publication so this second MMR database can receive the changed
data from the publication tables. The joinpub command with the -pubname option
specifies the publication from which the changed data is to be received.
The -dbid option identifies the database that is to receive this changed data.
The -servername option specifies the replication server to which this database has been
added in Step 9.
The publication tables must exist in the database before the snapshot or streaming the
data.
Note that by default, the joinpub command only allows the database to read changed
data from the publication database. Changes that may occur on these database tables are
not streamed to other consumers unless the -nodetype RW option is specified with the
joinpub command.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername remoteService -dbid db2 -pubname deptemppub \
> -nodetype RW -user admin
Enter user password:
Node has successfully joined the Publication.

Step 11: Join the second publication.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername remoteService -dbid db2 -pubname jobhistpub \
> -nodetype RW -user admin
Enter user password:
Node has successfully joined the Publication.
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Step 12: Perform snapshots to load these database tables with the rows that are present in
the publication database tables.
This process makes the table content consistent across all databases so that subsequent
change data streaming results in consistency.
The -pubname option of the startsnapshot command specifies the publication name.
The -dbid option specifies the target database to receive the snapshot.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname deptemppub -dbid db2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Data Snapshot has started successfully.

Step 13: Run checksnapshot command (after a delay of a few seconds) to confirm if
the data is replicated on the target node.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh checksnapshot -pubname deptemppub -dbid db2 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed
Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed

Step 14: Perform a snapshot on the second publication.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname jobhistpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Data Snapshot has started successfully.

Step 15: Run checksnapshot command (after a delay of a few seconds) to confirm if
the data is replicated to the target node.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh checksnapshot -pubname jobhistpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed
Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed

After the snapshots, the target database contains the rows from the publication database:
node2=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)
node2=# SELECT * FROM emp;
empno | ename |
job
| mgr | hiredate |
sal
| comm | deptno
-------+-------+----------+------+------------+---------+--------+-------7369 | SMITH | CLERK
| 7902 | 1980-12-17 | 800.00 |
|
20
7499 | ALLEN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-20 | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30
7521 | WARD | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-22 | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30
(3 rows)
node2=# SELECT * FROM jobhist;
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empno |
startdate
| enddate |
job
|
sal
| comm | deptno | chgdesc
-------+---------------------+---------+----------+---------+--------+--------+--------7369 | 1980-12-17 00:00:00 |
| CLERK
| 800.00 |
|
20 | New
Hire
7499 | 1981-02-20 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7521 | 1981-02-22 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30 | New
Hire
(3 rows)

Step 16: After the row content of all publication tables is consistent across the databases,
start the streaming.
The -pubname option of the startstreaming command specifies the publication
name.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startstreaming -pubname deptemppub -user admin
Enter user password:
Streaming is started successfully for the Publication deptemppub.

Step 17: Start the streaming on the second publication.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startstreaming -pubname jobhistpub -user admin
Enter user password:
Streaming is started successfully for the Publication jobhistpub.

Streaming Results
The following SQL statements insert rows into the table of the first publication of
database node1 on localService:
node1=# INSERT INTO dept VALUES (50,'HR','DENVER');
INSERT 0 1
node1=# INSERT INTO dept VALUES (60,'FINANCE','CHICAGO');
INSERT 0 1
node1=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
(6 rows)

These rows now appear in the publication table of database node2 on remoteService.
node2=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
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50 | HR
60 | FINANCE
(6 rows)

| DENVER
| CHICAGO

The following SQL statements insert rows into the tables of the first and second
publications on database node2 on the remoteService:
node2=# INSERT INTO emp VALUES (7566,'JONES','MANAGER',7839,'02-APR-81',2975,NULL,20);
INSERT 0 1
node2=# INSERT INTO emp VALUES (7654,'MARTIN','SALESMAN',7698,'28-SEP81',1250,1400,30);
INSERT 0 1
node2=# INSERT INTO emp VALUES (7698,'BLAKE','MANAGER',7839,'01-MAY-81',2850,NULL,30);
INSERT 0 1
node2=# SELECT * FROM emp;
empno | ename |
job
| mgr | hiredate |
sal
| comm
| deptno
-------+--------+----------+------+------------+---------+---------+-------7369 | SMITH | CLERK
| 7902 | 1980-12-17 | 800.00 |
|
20
7499 | ALLEN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-20 | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30
7521 | WARD
| SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-22 | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30
7566 | JONES | MANAGER | 7839 | 1981-04-02 | 2975.00 |
|
20
7654 | MARTIN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-09-28 | 1250.00 | 1400.00 |
30
7698 | BLAKE | MANAGER | 7839 | 1981-05-01 | 2850.00 |
|
30
(6 rows)
node2=# INSERT INTO jobhist VALUES (7566,'02-APR-81',NULL,'MANAGER',2975,NULL,20,'New
Hire');
INSERT 0 1
node2=# INSERT INTO jobhist VALUES (7654,'28-SEP-81',NULL,'SALESMAN',1250,1400,30,'New
Hire');
INSERT 0 1
node2=# INSERT INTO jobhist VALUES (7698,'01-MAY-81',NULL,'MANAGER',2850,NULL,30,'New
Hire');
INSERT 0 1
node2=# SELECT * FROM jobhist;
empno |
startdate
| enddate |
job
|
sal
| comm
| deptno |
chgdesc
-------+---------------------+---------+----------+---------+---------+--------+--------7369 | 1980-12-17 00:00:00 |
| CLERK
| 800.00 |
|
20 | New
Hire
7499 | 1981-02-20 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7521 | 1981-02-22 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7566 | 1981-04-02 00:00:00 |
| MANAGER | 2975.00 |
|
20 | New
Hire
7654 | 1981-09-28 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1250.00 | 1400.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7698 | 1981-05-01 00:00:00 |
| MANAGER | 2850.00 |
|
30 | New
Hire
(6 rows)

These rows now appear in the publication tables of database node1 on localService.
node1=# SELECT * FROM emp;
empno | ename |
job
| mgr | hiredate |
sal
| comm
| deptno
-------+--------+----------+------+------------+---------+---------+-------7369 | SMITH | CLERK
| 7902 | 1980-12-17 | 800.00 |
|
20
7499 | ALLEN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-20 | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30
7521 | WARD
| SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-02-22 | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30
7566 | JONES | MANAGER | 7839 | 1981-04-02 | 2975.00 |
|
20
7654 | MARTIN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 1981-09-28 | 1250.00 | 1400.00 |
30
7698 | BLAKE | MANAGER | 7839 | 1981-05-01 | 2850.00 |
|
30
(6 rows)
node1=# SELECT * FROM jobhist;
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empno |
startdate
| enddate |
job
|
sal
| comm
| deptno |
chgdesc
-------+---------------------+---------+----------+---------+---------+--------+--------7369 | 1980-12-17 00:00:00 |
| CLERK
| 800.00 |
|
20 | New
Hire
7499 | 1981-02-20 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7521 | 1981-02-22 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7566 | 1981-04-02 00:00:00 |
| MANAGER | 2975.00 |
|
20 | New
Hire
7654 | 1981-09-28 00:00:00 |
| SALESMAN | 1250.00 | 1400.00 |
30 | New
Hire
7698 | 1981-05-01 00:00:00 |
| MANAGER | 2850.00 |
|
30 | New
Hire
(6 rows)

Thus, changed data that occurs in the tables of either publication are replicated between
the two databases of the MMR cluster.

MMR Cluster on Three Replication Nodes
The following example sets up an MMR cluster on three replication nodes.
This example also illustrates that a given replication node does not have to be completely
configured before moving onto configuring another replication node. In other words, the
multiple nodes can be configured in a parallel manner by issuing a RepCLI command
applicable for one node, then issuing it for another node.
Note: Be sure the database objects have been created in the producer and consumer
databases as described in Section 4.1.1.
The publication database node1 initially contains the following rows in the dept table:
node1=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)

The other databases, node2 and node3, contain no rows in the dept table.
Step 1: Start the replication server on all nodes.
Log into the host to start as the leader service and invoke the runServer.sh script from
the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory installed on that host:
Be sure to specify the IP address of the host on which you are starting the replication
server by using the --host option.
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$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.27 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-14 15:11:05,938 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Log into the host that will run the second replication server and invoke the
runServer.sh script from the EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory installed on that
host:
Be sure to specify the IP address of the host on which you are starting the replication
server by using the --host option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.28 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-14 15:14:07,575 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

Log into the third host and invoke the runServer.sh script from the
EPRS_HOME/server/bin directory installed on that host:
Be sure to specify the IP address of the host on which you are starting the replication
server by using the --host option.
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/bin
$ ./runServer.sh --host 192.168.2.29 --config /usr/edb/rs-7.0/server/etc
.
.
.
logback: 2018-09-14 15:16:04,477 [Primary Embedded Server Thread] INFO
[c.e.n.r.s.EmbeddedRestServer] - EPRS server is started!

All of the subsequent RepCLI commands in the remaining steps must be executed from
the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory installed on the host where usage as the leader
service will be established. The RepCLI commands must not be executed from any of the
other two host machines.
Step 2: Join all replication servers to the replication network.
Open a second terminal on the host where the replication server is to be used as the leader
service.
From the EPRS_HOME/client/bin directory, join the replication network by invoking
the runRepCLI.sh script with the joinnetwork command.
The first joinnetwork command you run establishes its usage as the leader service:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername localService -host 192.168.2.27 -port 8082
Server is successfully added in the network.
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Set the administrator password. Use this password when prompted for it when invoking
the subsequent RepCLI commands with the -user admin option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -setadminpassword
Enter admin password:
Admin password is set successfully.

Join the second replication server to the network by running the joinnetwork command
specifying the IP address of the host running this replication server with the -host
option.
The default replication server port number of 8082 is specified with the -port option.
Specify the name to be assigned to this replication server with the -servername option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername remoteService1 -host 192.168.2.28 \
> -port 8082 -user admin
Enter user password:
Server is successfully added in the network.

Join the third replication server to the network by running the joinnetwork command
specifying the IP address of the host running this replication server with the -host
option.
The default replication server port number of 8082 is specified with the -port option.
Specify the name to be assigned to this third replication server with the -servername
option.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername remoteService2 -host 192.168.2.29 \
> -port 8082 -user admin
Enter user password:
Server is successfully added in the network.

Step 3: Add databases to all replication servers. The -servername option of the adddb
command specifies the replication server on the host to which the database is to be added.
Use the -dbid option to assign a unique database identifier for each database. The
database identifier is then specified in other RepCLI commands.
The database type, its IP address, port number, the database user and password to connect
to the database, and the database name are given by the other options.
For the leader service:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername localService -dbid db1 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.27 -dbport 5432 -dbuser postgres \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node1 -user admin
Enter user password:
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Database is registered successfully.

For the second replication server:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername remoteService1 -dbid db2 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.28 -dbport 5432 -dbuser postgres \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

For the third replication server:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername remoteService2 -dbid db3 -dbtype postgresql \
> -dbhost 192.168.2.29 -dbport 5432 -dbuser postgres \
> -dbpassword ygJ9AxoJEX854elcVIJPTw== -database node3 -user admin
Enter user password:
Database is registered successfully.

Step 4: Create the publication on the leader service with the -nodetype RW option to
enable acceptance of changed data from other producers as well as streaming its own
changed data to other consumers that have joined the publication.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -createpub -pubname deptpub -servername localService -dbid db1 \
> -nodetype RW -tables public.dept -user admin
Enter user password:
Publication is created successfully.

Step 5: Join the publication so the database can receive the changed data from the
publication tables. The joinpub command with the -pubname option specifies the
publication from which the changed data is to be received.
The -dbid option identifies the database that is to receive this changed data.
The -servername option specifies the replication server to which the database has been
added.
The publication tables must exist in the database before streaming the data.
Note that by default, the joinpub command only allows the database to read changed
data from the publication database. Changes that may occur on these database tables are
not streamed to other consumers unless the -nodetype RW option is specified with the
joinpub command.
Join the publication from the database on the second replication server:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername remoteService1 -dbid db2 -pubname deptpub \
> -nodetype RW -user admin
Enter user password:
Node has successfully joined the Publication.
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Join the publication from the database on the third replication server:
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -joinpub -servername remoteService2 -dbid db3 -pubname deptpub \
> -nodetype RW -user admin
Enter user password:
Node has successfully joined the Publication.

Step 6: Perform snapshots to load these consumer database tables with the rows that are
present in the publication database table.
This process makes the table content consistent across all databases so that subsequent
change data streaming results in consistency.
The -pubname option of the startsnapshot command specifies the publication name.
The -dbid option specifies the target database to receive the snapshot.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Enter user password:
Data Snapshot has started successfully.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startsnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db3 -user admin
Enter user password:
Data Snapshot has started successfully.

Step 7: Run checksnapshot command (after a delay of a few seconds) to confirm if
the data is replicated to the target node.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -checksnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db2 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed
Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -checksnapshot -pubname deptpub -dbid db3 -user admin
Snapshot Data Publish Status: Completed
Snapshot Data Import Status: Completed

Step 8: Perform snapshots to load these consumer database tables with the rows that are
present in the publication database table.
After the snapshots, the target databases contain the rows from the publication database.
On database node2:
node2=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
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(4 rows)

On database node3:
node3=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)

Step 9: After the row content of all publication tables is consistent across the publication
and subscription databases, start the streaming.
The -pubname option of the startstreaming command specifies the publication
name.
$ ./runRepCLI.sh -startstreaming -pubname deptpub -user admin
Enter user password:
Streaming is started successfully for the Publication deptpub.

Streaming Results
The following SQL statement inserts a row into the publication table of database node1
on localService:
node1=# INSERT INTO dept VALUES (50,'HR','DENVER');
INSERT 0 1

The following SQL statement inserts a row into the publication table of database node2
on remoteService1:
node2=# INSERT INTO dept VALUES (60,'FINANCE','CHICAGO');
INSERT 0 1

The following SQL statement inserts a row into the publication table of database node3
on remoteService2:
node3=# INSERT INTO dept VALUES (70,'MARKETING','LOS ANGELES');
INSERT 0 1

These rows now appear consistently on node1, node2, and node3:
node1=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+------------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
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50 | HR
60 | FINANCE
70 | MARKETING
(7 rows)

| DENVER
| CHICAGO
| LOS ANGELES

node2=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+------------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
70 | MARKETING | LOS ANGELES
(7 rows)
node3=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+------------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
50 | HR
| DENVER
60 | FINANCE
| CHICAGO
70 | MARKETING | LOS ANGELES
(7 rows)

Thus, the streaming of changed data is active.
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7 Data Validator
Data Validator is a utility that compares the rows of one or more tables within a schema
of a database against the rows of the tables with the same names within a schema of
another database. Data Validator generates a summary of the comparison noting the
number of rows whose column values differ. A file containing detailed information
regarding any differences is also generated.
The two databases being compared are referred to as the source database and the target
database. The source database can be of type EnterpriseDB. The target database must
also be type EnterpriseDB.
An EnterpriseDB database type means either an Advanced Server database or a
PostgreSQL database.
The tables available for comparison are those found in the schema of the source database.
Tables in the target database that do not exist in the source database schema are ignored.
Note: The Data Validator does not validate columns having the following data types.
Tables containing one or more columns of these types will only be partially validated.









BFILE
STRUCT
REF
ARRAY
BLOB
CLOB
RAW
LONG RAW

Note: Make sure that the data streaming between the source and target EDB Postgres
Replication Server tables has been completed before using the Data Validator in EDB
Postgres Replication Server (single-master or multi-master). If streaming is still in
progress, it is possible that the Data Validator will show differences in tables.

7.1 Installation and Configuration
Step 1: When you install the EDB Postgres Replication Server, the components for the
Data Validator are installed as well. See Chapter 3 for information on installing the EDB
Postgres Replication Server.
Also, when you uninstall the EDB Postgres Replication Server, the Data Validator
components are uninstalled as well.
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The following components that you use to run the Data Validator are installed when you
install the EDB Postgres Replication Server.
Table 7-1 - Data Validator Files
File Name

Location

Description

datavalidator.properties

EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/etc Data Validator Properties file

runValidation.sh (Linux)

EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/bin Data Validator execution script

Note: EPRS_HOME is the directory where EDB Postgres Replication Server is installed.
This may or may not be the same as the Postgres home directory depending upon how
EDB Postgres Replication Server is installed.
Step 3: Edit the datavalidator.properties file located in the EPRS_HOME/
datavalidator/etc directory and specify the connection information for the source
and target databases you want to compare.
Any of these parameters can be overridden by an option when you invoke the Data
Validator script. See Section 7.2 for additional information on invoking the Data
Validator.
The following are the parameters in the datavalidator.properties file.
Table 7-2 - Data Validator Properties File Parameters
Parameter
source_dbms
source_host
source_port
source_database
source_user
source_password
target_dbms
target_host
target_port
target_database
target_user
target_password

Description
Type of the source database. Values may be enterprisedb.
IP address or server name of the host running the database
server of the source database
Port number on which the database server of the source
database listens for requests
Database name of the source database
Database user name of the source database
Unencrypted password of the source database user
Type of the target database. Values may be enterprisedb.
IP address or server name of the host running the database
server of the target database
Port number on which the database server of the target
database listens for requests
Database name of the target database
Database user name of the target database
Unencrypted password of the target database user

The following is the initial content of the datavalidator.properties file after
installation:
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###############################################################
#
Source database connection
#
###############################################################
#
#source_dbms=(enterprisedb | oracle | sqlserver | sybase | mysql)
#
source_dbms=oracle
source_host=localhost
source_port=1521
source_database=xe
source_user=hr
source_password=hr
#source_dbms=mysql
#source_host=localhost
#source_port=3306
#source_database=test
#source_user=root
#source_password=
#source_dbms=sqlserver
#source_host=localhost
#source_port=1433
#source_database=pubs
#source_user=sa
#source_password=
#source_dbms=sybase
#source_host=localhost
#source_port=5004
#source_database=test
#source_user=sa
#source_password=
###############################################################
#
Target database connection
#
###############################################################
#
#target_dbms=(enterprisedb | oracle)
#
target_dbms=enterprisedb
target_host=localhost
target_port=5444
target_database=edb
target_user=enterprisedb
target_password=edb

Step 4: Determine the location for the Data Validator logs directory.
Before invoking the Data Validator for the first time, make sure that you have determined
where the Data Validator logs directory should be located.
The Data Validator generates a log file with a name formatted as
datavalidator_yymmdd-hhmiss.log in the logs directory for each run.
If there are row differences between the source and target tables, a file with a name
formatted as datavalidator_yymmdd-hhmiss.diff is also generated that contains
output of the errors in diff format. Use a graphical diff tool like Kompare to view this file
to highlight the specific differences.
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Data Validator attempts to create a subdirectory named logs within the EPRS_HOME/
datavalidator/bin directory the first time you invoke the Data Validator without the
-ld option. If you do not invoke the Data Validator as the root account, it is likely that
the run will fail as it attempts to create subdirectory logs in the EPRS_HOME/
datavalidator/bin directory where typically only the root account has this
privilege.
Choices for determining and setting the Data Validator directory for the log and diff files
are the following:





Run the Data Validator as the root account. This enables the Data Validator to
create the logs subdirectory within the EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/bin
directory, and then to create the log and diff files in the logs subdirectory.
Create the EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/bin/logs directory structure before
running the Data Validator. Modify the permissions on directory
EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/bin/logs so the operating system account you
use to run the Data Validator has the privilege to create files in the directory.
Use the -ld log_directory_path option to allow the Data Validator to create
the log and diff files in the specified directory location log_directory_path.
Be sure the operating system account you use to run the Data Validator has the
proper privileges to either create the lowest level subdirectory specified by
log_directory_path if it does not already exist or to create files within the
specified directory if the full directory path already does exist.

Once you have determined and verified that your operating system account you plan to
use to run the Data Validator can create files in the log directory, you can proceed with
performing data validation.

7.2 Performing Data Validation
The current working directory from which you invoke the Data Validator script
runValidation.sh must be the bin subdirectory containing the script (that is,
EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/bin).
Example
Run the following command before invoking the Data Validator for EDB Postgres
Replication Server version 7.0:
$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/datavalidator/bin

The general command format for invoking the Data Validator is as follows:
./runValidation.sh { –ss | --source-schema } schema_name
[ option ] ...
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schema_name is the name of the schema in the source database containing the tables to
be validated. The choices for option are listed later in this section within the Options

subsection.
The following option displays the Data Validator version:
./runValidation.sh { –v | --version }

The version is displayed as follows:
$ ./runValidation.sh --version
7.

The following option displays the help information.
./runValidation.sh { –h | --help }
$ ./runValidation.sh –help
Usage:
runValidation.sh (-v | --version) | (-h | --help)
runValidation.sh (-ss | --source-schema) SOURCE_SCHEMA [OPTIONS]
CONNECTION_INFO_FILE
OPTIONS:
(-ts | --target-schema)
(-it | --include-tables)
(-et | --exclude-tables)

target-schema-name
comma-seperated-tables-name
comma-seperated-tables-name

(-ld | --logging-dir)
logging-dir-path
(-ds | --display-summary) (true|false)
(-srs | --skip-rowsonlyin-source) (true|false)
(-srt | --skip-rowsonlyin-target) (true|false)
(-srb | --skip-rowsin-both) (true|false)
(-fs | --fetch-size) row count
(-bs | --batch-size) row count
(-sdbms | --source-dbms)
source database type
(-sh | --source-host) source database server name/IP
(-sp | --source-port) source database server port
(-sdb | --source-database)
source database name
(-su | --source-user) source database user id
(-spw | --source-password) source database user password
(-tdbms | --target-dbms)
target database type
(-th | --target-host) target database server name/IP
(-tp | --target-port) target database server port
(-tdb | --target-database)
target database name
(-tu | --target-user) target database user id
(-tpw | --target-password) target database user password

The general syntax for --version and --help is shown by the following:
./runValidation.sh –ss schema
[ -ts schema ]
[ -it table_1 [,table_2 ] ... ]
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[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

-et table_1 [,table_2 ] ... ]
-srs { true | false } ]
-srt { true | false } ]
-srb { true | false } ]
-ld log_directory_path ]
-ds { true | false } ]
-sdbms database_type ]
-sh host ]
-sp port ]
-sdb dbname ]
-su user ]
-spw password ]
-tdbms database_type ]
-th host ]
-tp port ]
-tdb dbname ]
-tu user ]
-tpw password ]
-bs row_count ]
-fs row_count ]

For clarity, the preceding syntax diagram shows only the single-character form of the
option. The Options subsection lists both the single-character and multi-character forms
of the options.
Specification of any database connection option (-sdbms through -tpw listed in the
preceding syntax diagram) overrides the corresponding parameter in the
datavalidator.properties file. See Section 7.1 for information on the
datavalidator.properties file.
Options
-ss, --source-schema schema

The schema of the source database containing the tables to be compared against
the target database.
-ts, --target-schema schema

The schema of the target database containing the tables to be compared against
the source database. If omitted, the schema of the target database is the same
schema as specified for the source database with the -ss option.
-it, --include-tables table_1 [,table_2 ] ...

The tables within the source schema that are to be included for comparison. If
omitted, all tables within the source schema are compared against tables in the
target schema with the exception of those tables excluded from comparison using
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the -et option. Note: There must be no white space between the comma and
table names.
-et, --exclude-tables table_1 [,table_2 ] ...

The tables within the source schema that are to be excluded from comparison. If
omitted, only those tables specified with the -it option are included for
comparison. If both the -it and -et options are omitted, all source schema tables
are included for comparison. Note: There must be no white space between the
comma and table names.
-srs, --skip-rowsonlyin-source { true | false }

When true is specified, the logging of differences for rows that exist only in the
source database table are skipped. The default is false.
-srt, --skip-rowsonlyin-target { true | false }

When true is specified, the logging of differences for rows that exist only in the
target database table are skipped. The default is false.
-srb, --skip-rowsin-both { true | false }

When true is specified, the logging of differences for rows that exist both in the
source and target database tables with the same primary key, but with different
non-primary key values are skipped. The default is false.
-ld, --logging-dir log_directory_path

Directory path to where the Data Validator log and diff files are to be created and
stored. If log_directory_path does not exist, Data Validator attempts to
create it. If a full directory path is not specified log_directory_path is
created or assumed to be located relative to the EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/
bin subdirectory where the runValidation.sh script is invoked. (That is, the
logs directory is EPRS_HOME/datavalidator/bin/log_directory_path.)
Be sure the operating system account used to invoke the runValidation.sh
script has the privileges to create the directory if it does not already exist, or to
create files in the specified directory if it does already exist. If omitted, the default
is the EPRS_HOME/bin/logs directory.
-ds, --display-summary { true | false }

Specify true to display only the Data Validator summary. This omits the source
and target database connection information as well as the detailed breakdown of
the results by source database table. Specify false to display all of the Data
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Validator results. The type and amount of information that is displayed at the
command line console when the Data Validator is invoked is the same
information that is also stored in the log file for that run. If omitted, the default is
false (that is, all of the Data Validator results is displayed).
-sdbms, --source-dbms database_type

The type of the source database server. Supported types are oracle,
enterprisedb, sqlserver, sybase, and mysql.
-sh, --source-host host

The IP address or server name of the host on which the source database server is
running.
-sp, --source-port port

The port number on which the source database server is listening for connections.
-sdb, --source-database dbname

The database name of the source database.
-su, --source-user user

The database user name for connecting to the source database.
-spw, --source-password password

The password of the source database user in unencrypted form.
-tdbms, --target-dbms database_type

The type of the target database server. Supported types are enterprisedb and
oracle.
-th, --target-host host

The IP address or server name of the host on which the target database server is
running.
-tp, --target-port port

The port number on which the target database server is listening for connections.
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-tdb, --target-database dbname

The database name of the target database.
-tu, --target-user user

The database user name for connecting to the target database.
-tpw, --target-password password

The password of the target database user in unencrypted form.
-bs, --batch-size row_count

The -bs option specifies the number of rows to group in a batch to be used for
comparison across the source and target database tables. For example, if a table
contains 1000 rows, then a -bs setting of 100 requires 10 batch iterations to
complete the comparison across the source and target databases. The Data
Validator reads 100 rows, both from the source and target tables, and adds them in
source and target buffers. The validation thread then reads the 100 rows from the
source and target buffers and performs the comparison. It will then move to read
and prepare the next 100 rows for comparison and so on. Note that the actual
database round trips required to bring in 100 rows from the database depends on
the -fs option for the fetch size. For example, an -fs setting of 100 needs just
one round trip whereas an -fs setting of 10 requires 10 database round trips.
-fs, --fetch-size row_count

Performing data validation for tables that are quite large in size may cause the
Data Validator to terminate with an out of heap space error when using the default
fetch size of 5000 rows. Use the -fs option to specify a smaller fetch size to help
avoid the out of heap space issue. The result set iteration will bring in as many
rows as represented by the row_count value in a single database round trip.
Examples
The following examples use an Advanced Server source and target database to compare
the tables in schema EDB.
The following lists the tables in schema EDB along with the content of tables DEPT and
EMP in the source database:
edb=# SELECT table_name FROM user_tables;
TABLE_NAME
-----------------------------Advanced
DEPT
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EMP
JOBHIST
edb=# SELECT * FROM dept;
DEPTNO
---------10
20
30
40
50

DNAME
-------------ACCOUNTING
RESEARCH
SALES
OPERATIONS
FINANCE

LOC
------------NEW YORK
DALLAS
CHICAGO
BOSTON
CHICAGO

edb=# SELECT * FROM emp;
EMPNO
---------7369
7499
7521
7566
7654
7698
7782
7788
7839
7844
7876
7900
7902
7934
9001
9002

ENAME
---------SMITH
ALLEN
WARD
JONES
MARTIN
BLAKE
CLARK
SCOTT
KING
TURNER
ADAMS
JAMES
FORD
MILLER
SMITH
ROGERS

JOB
MGR HIREDATE
SAL
COMM
DEPTNO
--------- ---------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------CLERK
7902 17-DEC-80
800
20
SALESMAN
7698 20-FEB-81
1600
300
30
SALESMAN
7698 22-FEB-81
1250
500
30
MANAGER
7839 02-APR-81
2975
20
SALESMAN
7698 28-SEP-81
1250
1400
30
MANAGER
7839 01-MAY-81
2850
30
MANAGER
7839 09-JUN-81
2450
10
ANALYST
7566 19-APR-87
3000
20
PRESIDENT
17-NOV-81
5000
10
SALESMAN
7698 08-SEP-81
1500
0
30
CLERK
7788 23-MAY-87
1100
20
CLERK
7698 03-DEC-81
950
30
ANALYST
7566 03-DEC-81
3000
20
CLERK
7782 23-JAN-82
1300
10
ANALYST
7566
8500
20
SALESMAN
7698
8000
4000
30

16 rows selected.

The following lists the tables in the schema public along with the content of tables
dept and emp in the Advanced Server edb target database:
edb=# \dt
List of relations
Schema | Name
| Type |
Owner
--------+---------+-------+-------------public | dept
| table | enterprisedb
public | emp
| table | enterprisedb
public | jobhist | table | enterprisedb
(3 rows)
edb=# SELECT * FROM dept;
deptno |
dname
|
loc
--------+------------+---------10 | ACCOUNTING | NEW YORK
20 | RESEARCH
| DALLAS
30 | SALES
| CHICAGO
40 | OPERATIONS | BOSTON
(4 rows)
edb=# SELECT * FROM emp;
empno | ename |
job
| mgr |
hiredate
|
sal
| comm
| deptno
-------+--------+-----------+------+--------------------+---------+---------+-------7369 | SMITH | CLERK
| 7902 | 17-DEC-80 00:00:00 | 800.00 |
|
20
7499 | ALLEN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 20-FEB-81 00:00:00 | 1600.00 | 300.00 |
30
7521 | WARD
| SALESMAN | 7698 | 22-FEB-81 00:00:00 | 1250.00 | 500.00 |
30
7566 | JONES | MANAGER
| 7839 | 02-APR-81 00:00:00 | 2975.00 |
|
20
7654 | MARTIN | SALESMAN | 7698 | 28-SEP-81 00:00:00 | 1250.00 | 1400.00 |
30
7698 | BLAKE | MANAGER
| 7839 | 01-MAY-81 00:00:00 | 2850.00 |
|
30
7782 | CLARK | MANAGER
| 7839 | 09-JUN-81 00:00:00 | 2450.00 |
|
10
7788 | SCOTT | ANALYST
| 7566 | 19-APR-87 00:00:00 | 3000.00 |
|
20
7839 | KING
| PRESIDENT |
| 17-NOV-81 00:00:00 | 5000.00 |
|
10
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7844 | TURNER |
7876 | ADAMS
7900 | JAMES
7902 | FORD
7934 | MILLER
9001 | SMITH
9002 | ROGERS
(16 rows)

SALESMAN |
| CLERK
| CLERK
| ANALYST
| CLERK
| SALESMAN
| SALESMAN

7698 |
| 7788
| 7698
| 7566
| 7782
| 7698
| 7698

08-SEP-81 00:00:00 |
| 23-MAY-87 00:00:00
| 03-DEC-81 00:00:00
| 03-DEC-81 00:00:00
| 23-JAN-82 00:00:00
|
|

1500.00 |
| 1100.00
| 950.00
| 3000.00
| 1300.00
| 8000.00
| 9500.00

0.00 |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 4000.00 |
| 4000.00 |

30
20
30
20
10
30
30

The following differences are observed:




The Source DEPT table contains one extra row with DEPTNO 50 that does not exist
in the target Advanced Server dept table.
The rows in the EMP table with EMPNO values 9001 and 9002 have column values
that differ between the Source and target Advanced Server tables
In this example, the JOBHIST table contains identical rows for both the source
and target Advanced Server tables.

The content of the datavalidator.properties file is set as follows:
###############################################################
#
Source database connection
#
###############################################################
#
#source_dbms=(enterprisedb | oracle | sqlserver | sybase | mysql)
#
source_dbms=enterprisedb
source_host=localhost
source_port=5444
source_database=node1
source_user=enterprisedb
source_password=password
###############################################################
#
Target database connection
#
###############################################################
#
#target_dbms=(enterprisedb | oracle)
#
target_dbms=enterprisedb
target_host=localhost
target_port=5444
target_database=node2
target_user=enterprisedb
target_password=password

The following example compares all tables in the EDB schema against the public
schema.
The Data Validator log files are created in directory
/EPRS_home/datavalidator/bin/logs/ as specified with the -ld option. The
operating system account used to invoke the runValidation.sh script has write access
to the EPRS_home directory so the Data Validator can create the
/EPRS_home/datavalidator/bin/logs subdirectory.
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$ cd /usr/edb/rs-7.0/datavalidator/bin
$ pwd
/usr/edb/rs-7.0/datavalidator/bin
$ ./runValidation.sh -ss edb -ts public –ld /usr/edb/rs-7.0/datavalidator/bin/logs
7.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Source and target databases connection information
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Source database:
DBMS:
Host:
Port:
Database:
User:

ENTERPRISEDB
localhost
5444
node1
enterprisedb

Target database:
DBMS:
Host:
Port:
Database:
User:

ENTERPRISEDB
localhost
5444
node2
enterprisedb

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Databases data validation process started...
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Validating Table DEPT
Rows validated: 5
Finished validating table DEPT with 1 errors.
Logging errors details in the diff file...
Validating Table EMP
Rows validated: 16
Finished validating table EMP with 2 errors.
Logging errors details in the diff file...
Validating Table JOBHIST
Rows validated: 17
Finished validating table JOBHIST with 0 errors.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Data validation process has completed.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------****************************************************************************
DataValidator Summary
****************************************************************************
All tables count: 3
Validated tables count: 3
Rows count: 38
Errors count: 3
Tables having only unsupported datatypes count: 0
Tables having primary key limitation count: 0
Total time(s): 0.678
Rows per second: 56
****************************************************************************

The Data Validator output indicates the following:
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There is one error in the DEPT table (the missing row).
There are two errors in the EMP table (the two rows with mismatching column
values)
The JOBHIST table contains no errors.

The following shows the files created in the Data Validator logs directory:
$ pwd
/usr/edb/rs-7.0/datavalidator/bin/logs
[root@localhost logs]# ls -lrt
total 16
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 484 Apr 15 11:25
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 484 Apr 15 11:25
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 485 Apr 15 11:27
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 1556 Apr 15 11:30

datavalidator_20190415-112534.log
datavalidator_20190415-112556.log
datavalidator_20190415-112739.log
datavalidator_20190415-113010.log

The log file contains the same content as displayed when the Data Validator is invoked.
The diff file compares the differences where errors were detected.
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8 Excluding User Transactions
Excluding specific user transactions from replication is useful in avoiding lag specifically
where UPDATE is required in thousands of rows in a database. For example, if you need
to apply bulk changes, like a single UPDATE query which results in modification of
thousands of rows. Applying such change directly on each of the cluster databases will be
faster than replicating it. In such a case the user can opt to exclude the transaction from
replication.
Note:
 To utilize this procedure in the context of a SMR publication, the publication
should be created in read-write mode (that is, specify -nodetype as RW). By
default, a SMR publication will capture all the changes that include direct as well
as replicated changes applied on a given Publication database.
 This procedure is applicable only for CDC changes (introduced after initial data
snapshot).
To exclude user transactions from replication follow the steps below:
A control replication origin will be auto-created as part of the publication database
registration process. The origin will be named after database name that is _ngx_DBNAME
for example _ngx_inventory. The control replication origin will be removed once the
publication database is unregistered.
Note: In case the replication origin fails to create or remove, there will not be any impact
on the relevant adddb or removedb operation and only a warning message will be
logged.
Step 1: Open a SQL terminal (for example psql) and start the user transaction.
BEGIN;

Step 2: Setup replication origin session for the current transaction, before performing any
other (query) operation.
SELECT pg_replication_origin_session_setup('_ngx_DBNAME');
DBNAME

The database name.
Step 3: Make changes in the application by running user-specific queries (intended for
bulk change).
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Example
Add multiple rows in the table exclude_user_test which is also a part of the
Publication. Simulate bulk changes (5K) that are to be skipped from replication. This
table will also be part of EPRS7 cluster Publication.
create table exclude_user_test(id integer primary key, name varchar(30));
INSERT INTO exclude_user_test(id, name) SELECT id, 'n'||id::text FROM
generate_series (100001,105000) AS id;

Step 4: Reset replication origin.
SELECT pg_replication_origin_session_reset();

Step 5: Commit and complete the transaction.
COMMIT;
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9 Troubleshooting
This section describes common issues that you might encounter while using EDB
Replication Server and provides possible solutions for combating those issues.

9.1 Error Messages and Resolutions
The following is a list of certain error messages that can appear while installing and
configuring EDB Replication Server.

9.1.1 RepCLI Error Messages
1. Error: Set admin password first before execution of other
command(s).

Cause: The admin password is not set before adding a database to the replication
server.
Workaround: Set the admin password before adding a database to the replication
server.
2. Error: Unable to encrypt password. Reason Invalid user name
or password.

Cause: Incorrect username or password given.
Workaround: Provide the correct username or password.
3. Error: Error encountered: Failed to add database with id
database_Id.
Logs - Driver connect
WARNING: Connection error: null

Causes: This error can occur in the following scenarios




Incorrect encrypted password provided
Incorrect IP address provided
Database server not running

Workaround: Provide the correct encrypted password. Provide the correct IP
address (IP address of the database host). Check if the database server is running
or not. Encrypt the database password using encrypt command and use the
same while adding the database.
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4. Error: Failed to add database with id db1. WARNING:
Connection error: FATAL: no pg_hba.conf entry for host
"x.x.x.x", user "xxx", database "database_Id", SSL off.

Cause: The IP address for the database host is not present in pg_hba.conf file.
Workaround: Add the IP address of the database host in the pg_hba.conf file
located at var/lib/edb/asx/. For a cluster the pg_hba.conf file is located
at /var/lib/edb/asx/clusterx.
where,
asx is the EDB Advanced Version and
clusterx is the cluster on which the database is running, for example, cluster1
or cluster2 and so on.
_
5. Error: The database id database_Id is not registered with the
network.

Cause: The database does not exist or an incorrect database id is provided.
Workaround: Provide the correct database id or create the database with the
create database command.
6. Error: The server server_name is not registered with the
network.

Cause: Incorrect servername is provided or the server does not exist in the
network.
Workaround: Provide the correct servername or register the server in the
network with the joinnetwork command.
7. Error: Publication publication_name not found.
Snapshot failed for Publication publication_name to target
database database_Id.

Cause: Publication does not exist or an incorrect publication name is given.
Workaround: Provide the correct publication name or create a publication.
8. Error: Subscription with DB id database_Id not found for
Publication publication_name.
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Snapshot failed for Publication publication_name to target
database database_Id.

Cause: Incorrect database_Id provided or the database does not exist.
Workaround: Provide the correct database_Id or create the database if it does
not exist.
9. Error: Snapshot cannot be performed, Publication database id
database_Id is same as the Consumer database id
database_Id.

Cause: The publication database is the same as the consumer database.
Workaround: The publication and consumer database should be different.
10. Error: One or more Subscriptions are associated with
Publication publication_name. Please un-subscribe (via
leavepub command) before removing the Publication.
Failed to remove Publication publication_name.

Cause: removepub command is run before the publication leaves the network.
Workaround: Run leavepub command for all the subscription databases before
removing the publication.

9.1.2 Unable to Register the Database
Error: Cannot register database because it is already registered
by a publication service.

Cause: Database can be registered with the replication cluster only once.
Workaround: Database is already registered. You can create a publication with
required tables with the createpub command.

9.1.3 Unable to Establish Connection with the EDB Replication
Server
Error: Exception in thread "main"
javax.ws.rs.ProcessingException: java.net.ConnectException:
Connection refused (Connection refused

Cause: Occurs whenever a connection cannot be made to the EDB Replication
Server.
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Workaround: Check that you have entered the correct host IP address and port
number of the server. Check that the server is running. Check that in the
pg_hba.conf file, the hostname is mapped to the correct network IP address, which
matches the IP address returned by the Linux ifconfig command. Check if the
publication server has access to the database in the pg_hba.conf file.

9.1.4 Connection Refused to the Database Server
Error: Connection refused. Check that the hostname and port are
correct and that the postmaster is accepting TCP/IP
connections.

Cause: Occurs when attempting to save a publication database definition. The
publication server cannot connect to the database server network location.
Workaround: Verify that the correct IP address and port for the database server are
given. Verify that the database server is running and is accessible from the host
running the publication server.

9.1.5 Unable to Connect to the Database Server
Error: Could not connect to the database server. Reason: FATAL:
number of requested standby connections exceeds
max_wal_senders (currently n)

Cause: Occurs when attempting a snapshot replication from a publication database
which is by default configured with the log-based method of synchronization
replication (that is, WAL based logical replication), and the additional concurrent
connection for logical replication exceeds the current setting, n, of the
max_wal_senders configuration parameter in the postgresql.conf file.
Workaround: Increase the value of max_wal_senders in the
postgresql.conf file for the database server running the publication database.
Restart the database server containing the publication database.
The path for the postgresql.conf file is /var/lib/edb/asx/clusterx.
where,
asx is the EDB Advanced Version and
clusterx is the cluster on which the database is running, for example, cluster1
or cluster2 and so on.
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9.1.6 Publication Does Not Exist on the Publication Server
Error: Currently no publication exists on the publication
server. Please create at least one publication on the server
and then retry.

Cause: If you join a publication when there are no publications on the specified
publication server, then this error message is thrown.
Workaround: Create a publication with the createpub command and then join a
publication.

9.1.7 Unable to Remove Database
Error: Database cannot be removed. Reason: Publication database
connection cannot be removed as one or more publications are
defined against it.

Cause: There are existing publications on the database.
Workaround: Make sure all the publications pertaining to the publication database
have been removed. Use leavepub command to leave the publication and
removepub command to remove the publication.

9.1.8 Unable to Add a Database Connection
Error: Database connection cannot be added. FATAL: no
pg_hba.conf entry for host "xxx.xxx.xx.xxx", user "user_name",
database "database_name", SSL off

Cause: Occurs when attempting to save a database definition using the adddb
command.
Workaround: Verify that the database host IP address, port number, database user
name, password, and database identifier are correct. Verify there is an entry in the
pg_hba.conf file permitting access to the database by the given user name
originating from the IP address where the EDB Replication Server is running.

9.1.9 Unable to Define Filter for Certain Datatypes
Error: Filter cannot be defined for Binary data type column(s)
e.g. BYTEA, BLOB, RAW.

Cause: Occurs when attempting to define a filter rule on a column with a binary data
type in a publication table. Filter rules are not permitted on such columns.
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Workaround: Do not add filters on binary data type columns.

9.1.10

Filter with the Same Name Already Exists on the
Table/View

Error: Filter with same name/clause already exist on
table/view: schema.table_name

Cause: When adding a filter rule on a publication table, the same filter name or the
same filter clause (WHERE clause) cannot be used more than once on a given table.
Workaround: Modify the duplicate filter name or filter clause so it is unique for the
table.

9.1.11

Unable to Create Triggers for Publication Tables

Error: The triggers creation failed for one or more publication
tables. Make sure the database is in valid state and user is
granted the required privileges.

Cause: Either the user does not have the trigger creation privilege or there is a
database server problem. The database server message is displayed as part of the
error.
Workaround: Provide a username with sufficient privileges while adding a database.

9.1.12

Problem with the Publish Process

Error: Problem occurred in publish process. Reason: Connection
refused. Check that the hostname and port are correct and that
the postmaster is accepting TCP/IP connections.

Resolution: Occurs when attempting synchronization replication and the controller
database is not accessible by the publication server.
Workaround: Verify that the correct IP address and the port have been defined in the
publication database definition of the controller database. Verify that the database server
is running and is accessible from the host running the publication server.

9.1.13

Unable to Create Publication

You can get an error that the Publication cannot be created for the following
scenarios:
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1. Error: Publication cannot be created. Publication
publication_name already exists on the publisher server.
Please choose a different name and then proceed.

Cause: Publication names must be unique within a publication server.
Workaround: Enter a different publication name.
2. Error: Publication cannot be created. Table schema.table_name
replica identity is set to replica_identity_setting. To define
a Filter, the table replica identity should be set to FULL.

Cause: Occurs when a table filter is attempted to be defined on a publication table
used in a log-based replication system.
Workaround: Use the ALTER TABLE statement to change REPLICA IDENTITY
to FULL.
3. Error: Publication cannot be created. Table table_name does not
contain a primary key. Transactional replication is not
supported for a non-pk table.

Cause: All tables used for synchronization replication must have primary keys.
Workaround: Create a primary key on the table.

9.1.14

Unable to Create Publication Schema

Error: The publication schema cannot be created. Reason: ERROR:
Permission denied for database db_name.

Cause: Occurs when attempting to create the publication database definition and the
specified publication database user does not have the privilege to create a schema in
database db_name.
Workaround: Grant the CREATE privilege on the database to the publication database
user.

9.1.15

Replication Slot Unavailable on the Target Database

Error: A replication slot is not available on the target
database server. Please configure the max_replication_slots
GUC on the database server.

Cause: Occurs when attempting to add a publication database definition with the logbased method of synchronization replication, and the max_replication_slots
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configuration parameter in the postgresql.conf file is not set to a large enough
value to accommodate the additional database.
Workaround: Increase the value of the max_replication_slots parameter and restart
the database server.

9.1.16

Error while Running EDB Replication Server as an OS
Service

Error: main" javax.ws.rs.ProcessingException:
java.net.ConnectException: Connection refused (Connection
refused)

Cause: EDB Replication Server is not running.
Workaround:
1. Stop the EDB Replication Server service.
systemctl start edb-rs-server.service

2. Kill all the EDB Replication Server processes that are running.
pkill -f 'ngen'

3. Clean the system as follows:
rm -rf /var/log/edb/rs/replication*
rm -rf /var/lib/edb/rs/*

4. Start the EDB Replication Server service again.
systemctl start edb-rs-server.service
5. Verify the following values in /usr/edb/rs7.0/server/etc/application.properties file:
ngen.server.host=x.x.x.x
ngen.server.port=8082

Note: Make sure that the following directories are present after installing EDB
Replication Server.
cd /var/log/edb/rs/
[root@localhost rs]# ls
edb-rs-server ngx-x.0
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9.2 Looking for Errors
Check the following log files to look for any errors encountered:
Table 8-1 Log Files
File Name
ngx-server.log
ngx-cli-client.log

edb-YY-MM-DD_xxxxxx.log

Location
/var/log/edb/rs/replication
-server
/var/log/edb/rs/replication
-client
/var/lib/edb/rs/data/kafkalogs
/var/lib/edb/asx/data/log

Description
Replication server logs
Replication client logs
Kafka logs
Database server logs

9.3 Common Problem Checklist
Use the following checklist to verify that the proper configuration steps have been
followed. Omitting one or more of these steps is a common source of errors.
Step 1: Verify that the database servers participating in the replication cluster are all
running.
Step 2: Verify that the EDB Replication Server is running.
Step 3: For the master definition node in a multi-master replication system, verify that
the publication database user is a superuser and has the privilege to modify pg_catalog
tables.
Step 4: Verify that the network IP address returned by the ifconfig command matches
the IP address set for ngen.server.host in application.properties.
Step 5: Verify that the ports are not preoccupied. If the ports are preoccupied change the
ports in application.properties and server.properties. Refer to section 2.1.5
for more details.
Step 6: Verify that sufficient free disk space is available otherwise EDB Replication
Server will run into problems while installing and configuring.
Step 7: If you have configured a firewall make sure that the firewall settings allow access
to the ports used by EDB Replication Server in a cluster setup with EDB Replication
Servers running on different machines.
Step 8: For a geographically distributed network make sure to substantially increase the
value of the parameter zookeeper.session.timeouts in the server.properties
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file located at /usr/edb/rs-x.0/server/etc. Otherwise, there would be frequent
outages between the broker and the zookeeper. The default value is 6000.

9.4 Troubleshooting Areas
The following topics provide information on specific problem areas you may encounter.

9.4.1 Java Runtime Errors
If you run into errors regarding the Java Runtime Environment such as the Java program
cannot be found or Java heap space errors, check the parameters set in the EDB
Replication Server startup configuration file ngxReplicationServer-7.config file located
at /usr/edb/rs-x.0/common/etc/sysconfig
The following is an example of the content of the EDB Replication Server startup
configuration file:
[root@localhost sysconfig]# cat ngxReplicationServer-7.config
#!/bin/sh
JAVA_EXECUTABLE_PATH=`which java`
JAVA_MINIMUM_VERSION=1.8
JAVA_BITNESS_REQUIRED=64
JAVA_HEAP_SIZE="-Xms1024m -Xmx4096m"

If you make any changes to the parameters in the EDB Replication Server startup
configuration file, make sure to restart the publication server after making the changes.

9.4.1.1 Starting the
Publication
Server
If you cannot start the publication server perform the following steps:
Step 1: Check the ngx-server.log file for errors.
Step 2: Check the log file of the database server running the controller database for
errors.
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10 Automatic Partitioning
The automatic partitioning feature in EDB Replication Server detects when a new
partition is added in a published partition table and enables replication of related data
without requiring any explicit action from the user.
Note:


Make sure to explicitly define a primary key for the newly added partition table. If
you add a partition later using the Alter Table command then make sure to add a
primary key constraint explicitly.



Automatic partitioning is not supported for EDB Postgres Advanced Server 9.6.

The steps for automatic partitioning are as follows:
Step 1: Add a new partition to an existing publication partition table.
The following is the syntax is for range partitioning with sub partitioning as
list:
CREATE TABLE [ schema. ]table_name
table_definition
PARTITION BY RANGE(column[, column ]...)
[SUBPARTITION BY {RANGE|LIST|HASH} (column[, column ]...)]
(list_partition_definition[,
list_partition_definition]...);

Where list_partition_definition is:
PARTITION [partition_name]
VALUES (value[, value]...)
[TABLESPACE tablespace_name]
[(subpartition, ...)]

Example: The following is an example of an MMR with three nodes cluster node1,
node2 and, node3. In this case partition by range is used with sub partition as list.
1. Create the following tables on the three databases node1, node2 and node3:
create table date_format_range_part(invoice_no Numeric ,
customer
Numeric,
invoice_date DATE ,
amount Numeric,
comments VARCHAR(500) )PARTITION BY RANGE (invoice_date) ;
CREATE TABLE part1 PARTITION OF date_format_range_part(invoice_date
primary key ) FOR VALUES FROM ('01/04/2014') TO ('01/06/2014') ;
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CREATE TABLE part2 PARTITION OF date_format_range_part(invoice_date
primary key) FOR VALUES FROM ('01/04/2015') TO ('01/06/2015') ;

2. Setup the cluster by joining all the nodes to the network.
./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername leaderService -host localhost port 8082
./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername server2 -host localhost -port
8085 -user admin
./runRepCLI.sh -joinnetwork -servername server3 -host localhost -port
8085 -user admin

3. Add the database to the replication server. In the following example database
node1 is added. Similarly, add node2 and node3 as well.
./runRepCLI.sh -setadminpassword -servername leaderService -host
localhost -port 8082 –savepassword
./runRepCLI.sh -adddb -servername leaderService -dbid centos.db.postgres
-dbtype enterprisedb -dbhost 192.168.203.133 -dbport 5444 -dbuser
enterprisedb -dbsimplepassword edb -database node1 -user admin

4. Create publication on one of the nodes and then use joinpub command for
the other nodes.
./runRepCLI.sh -createpub -pubname alltabpub3ngs -servername
leaderService -dbid centos.db.postgres -tables
public.invoices_r,public.tp_sales_31620,public.emp_34445 -user admin nodetype RW

5. Start streaming.
6. Check that the events_queue table is present across all the nodes:
Node1=# \dt _ngx_rep_cluster.events_queue
List of relations
Schema | Name | Type | Owner
----------------------------------+--------_ngx_rep_cluster | events_queue | table | postgres
(1 row)
Node2=# \dt _ngx_rep_cluster.events_queue
List of relations
Schema | Name | Type | Owner
----------------------------------+--------_ngx_rep_cluster | events_queue | table | postgres
(1 row)
Node3=# \dt _ngx_rep_cluster.events_queue
List of relations
Schema | Name | Type | Owner
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_ngx_rep_cluster | events_queue | table | postgres
(1 row)

7. Insert the following data on node1 database and validate the data across all the
nodes:
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part VALUES(1,1,'01/04/2014',10000,'FIRST
QUARTER');
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part VALUES(2,2,'01/04/2015',10000,'FIRST
QUARTER');
./runValidation.sh -ss public -ts public
7.0
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Source and target databases connection information
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Source database:
DBMS: POSTGRESQL
Host: localhost
Port: 5432
Database: node1
User: postgres
Target database:
DBMS: POSTGRESQL
Host: localhost
Port: 5432
Database: node2
User: postgres
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Databases data validation process started...
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Validating Table DATE_FORMAT_RANGE_PART
Rows validated: 8
Finished validating table date_format_range_part with 0 errors.
DataValidator found 0 error across source and target databases.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Data validation process has completed.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------*************************************************************************
***
DataValidator Summary
*************************************************************************
***
All tables count: 1
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Validated tables count: 1
Rows count: 8
Errors count: 0
Missing tables on the target database count: 0
Tables having only unsupported datatypes count: 0
Tables having primary key limitation count: 0
Total time(s): 0.29
Rows per second: 28

8. Add the following partition on all the three databases:
CREATE TABLE part3 PARTITION OF date_format_range_part(invoice_date
primary key) FOR VALUES FROM ('01/04/2016') TO ('01/05/2017') ;

Step 2: Insert or update the data in the partitioned table. Check if the changes in the
partition table replicate to the target database table(s) as well.
Example:
1. Insert the following data for the added partitioned table on node1.
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part
VALUES(3,3,'01/04/2016',10000,'part3');
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part
VALUES(4,4,'02/04/2016',10000,'part3');
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part
VALUES(5,5,'03/04/2016',10000,'part3');
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part
VALUES(6,6,'05/04/2016',10000,'part3');
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part
VALUES(7,7,'06/04/2016',10000,'part3');
INSERT INTO date_format_range_part
VALUES(8,8,'07/04/2016',10000,'part3');

2. Perform the following transactions on node1 and node2 databases:
Node1:
update date_format_range_part set invoice_date='01/04/2017' where
invoice_no=3;
update date_format_range_part set invoice_date='01/05/2014' where
invoice_no=1;
delete from date_format_range_part where invoice_no=4;

Node2:
update date_format_range_part set invoice_date='01/03/2017' where
invoice_no=5;
update date_format_range_part set invoice_date='01/05/2015' where
invoice_no=2;
delete from date_format_range_part where invoice_no=6;
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3. Validate the data across all the nodes.
Step 3: Verify that after adding the database the following control objects are created
under _ngx_rep_cluster control schema in the given publication database.
create_table_event_trigger
create_table_event_trigger function
events_queue

Step 4: Verify that after removing the database the following control objects are removed
from _ngx_rep_cluster control schema in the given publication database.
create_table_event_trigger
Create_table_event_trigger function
events_queue
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